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Vehicle Life-Cycle Costing with Probabilistic Part 

Replacement and Repair Options 

GEORGE C. JACKSON AND T. H. MAZE 

The purchase of transportation parts and equipment is a complex task that re
quires more than just the simple comparison of prices submitted by potential 
vendors. Ideally, tho financial implications of n purchase should be analyzed 
over the entire life c;ycle of tho item. The theory of how Markov chains were 
used by a purchasing analysr to solvo the problem of whether to equip a new 
fleet of semitrailers with radial or conventional tires is described. Markov chains 
are used to develop total tire costs over the life cycle of the semitrailer for both 
types of tires. Although the methodology is demonstrated by using a truck tire 
example, the methodology is equally applicable to analyze the life-cycle costs 
of other transportat ion equipment. 

The use of a life-cycle costing methodology to de
termine the most cost-efficient type of tire to 
purchase with new truck trailers is described in 
this paper. Although the methodology is applied to 
a truck trailer costing problem, it is equally ap
plicable to the purchase of bus tires, maintenance 
truck tires, garbage truck tires, school bus tires, 
and so on, or to other cases where vehicle parts 
have probabilistic replacement or repair options or 
both. 

Choosing the right tire for a new fleet of 
trailers is an important problem for many fleet 
managers. Tires will normally account for 10 to 15 
percent of the purchase price of the trailer and can 
contribute significantly to maintenance costs over 
the life of t he tra iler . Trailer t ires also play an 
important co l e in c us tomer service by influenc ing 
the i nc i dence of late deliveries caused by t ire 
problems. Thus, the choice of tires to be specified 
on new t ra i ler f l eets is an important decision, 
i.e., one t hat requires careful analysis. 

The choice is generally between steel-belted 
radials and conventional belted tires . The initial 
cost of radial tires is substantially greater than 
the cost of conventional tires. However, radials 
have been found to wear longer and to be able to be 
recapped more times, thus reducing the total tire 
cost over the life of the trailer. The question 
that remains is which type of tire to buy: radial or 
conventional. 

The methodology developed to answer the question 
of which type of tire to purchase uses a Markov 
chain. The Markov chain is employed to develop 
estimates of t o tal tire costs over the expected life 
of a truck trailer. By using these cost estimates, 
the present worths are calculated for both steel
belted radial tires and conventional belted tires 
and the minimum cost tire type is selected. 

ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

Markov chains are used as a mathematical means of 
forecasting the probability of a particular item 

transcending from one state to another during a time 
period. For example, after a period of wear, a new 
tire can either be recapped or, if no longer re
cappable, scrapped. Thus, there is a probability 
that a new tire will either transcend to a state 
where it is recapped or to a state where it is 
scrapped. If the tire is recapped, after another 
period of wear it again faces the possibilities of 
being recapped or scrapped. Every time wear causes 
the tire to reach the end of its safe tread, the 
tire can transcend into one of two states (scrap or 
recap) • Markov chains are used to quantify the 
probability of an item transcending from one state 
to the next. The probability of transcending from 
one state to any other state is defined in a Markov 
chain by a transition matrix (l). 

To demonstrate a transition matrix, suppose that 
there are m states. For example, the states could 
be new, scrap, first recap, second recap, and so 
on. Let the probability of transcending from one 
state to another be r epresented by p, where Pl2 
represents the probability of transcending from 
state 1 to state 2. For example, Pl2 could repre
sent the probability of transcending from the first 
recapping to the second recapping. Of course, the 
probability of impossible transitions would be zero. 
For example, if PJ2 represented the probability of 
transcending from the third recapping to the second, 
then P32 would equal zero. An example of a 
transition matrix with m states is shown below: 

States 0 1 2 ~ ... ~ -0--
Poo PQl Po2 Po3 Pam 

1 P10 P11 P12 P13 Plm 
p 2 P20 P21 P22 P23 P2m 

3 P3Q P31 P32 P33 P3m 

m Pmo Pml Pm2 Pm3 Pmm 

To demonstrate the use of the transition matrix 
for forecasting tire states, suppose that a new tire 
has a probability of 0.6 of being able to be re
capped successfully. The transition from the state 
new to the state first recap is defined by the tran
sition probability whose value is 0.6. At some 
point, the tire must be discarded and replaced by a 
new tire. Returning to the example cited above, the 
probability of an unsuccessful re~ap would be 0 . 4, 
in which case a new tire would be purchased. This 
would mean that the probability of remain1ng in the 
state new would be 0.4. Once a tire is scrapped, it 
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cannot be recapped. Thus it is found that one of 
the rows of the matrix of transition probabil i ties 
must have all elements associated with recapping 
equal to zero and the e l ement that describes the 
acquisit i on of a new tire must be equal to one. 

The transit i on matrix permits the d"tt!rmination 
of the probability of transcending from one state to 
another in one step. However, the transit ion matrix 
can be used to determine the probability of tran
scending from one state to another in some finite 
number of steps n. If the probability of going from 
state i to all other states (k) in one step is 
Pik• a nd the probabili ty of going from a ll other 
states ( k ) to state j i n one s t ep is Pkj , then the 
probability of go i ng from i t o j in two steps is 
equal to 

m 
~ nurn •. : 

k;-0 I U" I n J 

This is the same as multiplying the ith row by 
the jth column . This value is also the Pij ele
ment of the squared t r a nsi tion matrix (P). The 
probability of transc e nd i ng from any s tate i to any 
state j in two steps can be similarly determined by 
examining the corresponding element in the squared 
transition matrix. Similarly, the probability of 
transcending from t he i th state to the jth state in 
n steps is the corresponding element in Pn. 

The life of a tire (actually a tire- casing) can 
be des c r i bed by the transition matrix P. The length 
of t i.me bet ween transi t i on .steps defined by P is 
equal to the average life of the tread. Let- the 
state vector n be the percentage a llocation of the 
total set of fleet tires in each cycle of the tire 
casing life at the start of the process. For ex
ample, at the start of the process, all tires would 
be in the state new. At various steps in the Markov 
process (periods of time in the future), tires would 
be in several states: some would be new, some at 
first recap, some at second recap, and so on. The 
state vector describes the percentage of the total 
number of tires in each of these states at a point 
in time. The status of the fleet's tire casings may 
be found at period n from the equation 

(1) 

where Ilo is the s tate of the fleet's tires at 
the beginning of the process (all tires new). 

To find the actual number of tires in each state 
at any point in time, one needs only to multiply the 
state vector n by the number of tires in the fleet 
or fleets. That is, 

(2) 

where S is defined as the vector that describes the 
number-Of tires in each state in the tire life cycle. 

To f i nd the costs associated with the tire fleet 
at each transition, the costs of purchasing and 
recapping a tire (£) are multiplied by the number of 
tires in each state (_e); thus, 

(3) 

where Dn is the dollar cost of the fleet's tires 
at time period n. 

The final step in the analytical process is to 
compare the present worths of the cos t streams 
(~) genera ted by d iffere nt types o f tires . 

It is r easonable to expect that the mat rix P will 
change with each different type of tire. It is also 
reasonable to expect that the cost vector C will be 
dependent on the tire under examination. -
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EXAMPLE OF COMPARING TIRES BY USING MARKOV CHAINS 

In order to demonstrate the analytical approach 
described above, consider the problem of the selec
t i on of the type of ti r e t o be ordered with the 
acquisit ion of 50 new tr<:1 il" There are 8 tires 
on e ach of t hese trailers; t hus the tire selection 
decision encompasse s 400 tires. (Note: The data 
used in this example were collected while Jackson 
was a distribution analyst for Anchor Hocking, Inc. 
The values used in the example were generated from 
Anchor Hocking truck fleet records and other 
sources.) 

There were two types of tires under consideration 
for the fleet: steel-belted radials and conventional 
belted tires. The purchase price of a steel-belted 
radial is $220; recapping costs $55. The purchase 
p r; ice of a convent ional belted tire is $150; re
capping costs $ 45 . The ave~age tread live5 of 
steel-belted radials and conventional belted tires 
<:1re approx i ma t ely 130 000 and 80 000 miles, respec
tively. These tread l i ves ar e bas ed on a relatively 
normal mix of highway and city miles over normal 
road surfaces by a medium-grade tire. These tread 
lives also apply to the life of a retread. 

The data given in the table below present the 
probabilities of a cire casing holdin9 up fO< subss
quent retreadings: 

Probabili t ): 
Retread Conventional Rad i a ls 
1st 0.625 0.85 
2nd 0.35 0.60 
3rd 0.10 0.30 
4th o.oo 0.10 

Radials exhibit the desirable property of a higher 
probability for retreading at each retread transi
tion. Radials also exhibit the potential for more 
successful retreads than do conventional tires. 
Retreading has a distinct advantage because the cost 
is substantially less than the purchase price of a 
new tire. 

Because the tires would be delivered with the new 
trailers, the state vector l!o was initialized 
with all tires in the new state. The values within 
the transition matrix P are the probabilities of 
being i:etr ead!ild o r replaced by a new ti r e and were 
developed from t he data shown in t h e t able ab ove. 
The transi t ion ma t r ix for radials <!:.R> is shown in 
the table below: 

Retre ad 
Phase ~ let 2nd 3rd 4th 
New 0.15 o.is -0 - -0- 0 
Retread 

1st 0.40 0 0.60 0 0 
2nd 0.65 0 0 0.35 0 
3rd 0.90 0 0 0 0.10 
4th 1.00 0 0 0 0 

To demonstrate how to interpret the table above, 
the first element in the first column (0.15) is the 
probabili t.y Of a new tire not withstand i ng retread
ing after 13 0 OD O mi les of wea.r, wh ich is 15 per
cent . The fir st element in t he s econd c olumn (0.85) 
is the probability of the new tire taking a recap 
after 130 000 miles of wear. The second row indi
cates that, given that the tire is on its first 
retread, ther e is a 40 percent probability that a 
new replac ement will be required and a 60 per cent 
probability t hat the current tire can be retr eaded 
for a second time . The 4 t h retread r ow s hows that 
there is no chance of a fifth retread; that is, a 
new replacement tire must be purc hased . '!'he zero 
cells in the matrix reflect assumptions that t he 
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tires will be ready for scrap or retreading at spe
cific mileage increments and that only new replace
ment tires will be purchased. The transition matrix 
for conventional tires <!cl is given below: 

Retread 
Phase New 1st 2nd 3rd 
New '0':375 o:625 -0- -0-

Retread 
lat 0.65 0 0.35 0 
2nd 0.90 0 0 0.10 
3rd 1.00 0 0 0 

The conventional tire transition matrix has fewer 
states because conventional tires do not have a 
fourth retread state. We have now defined all the 
values needed to perform the computations required 
to determine the number of tires in each state. 
Next, the number of time periods that are to be 
studied need to be est i mated. 

Fleet records indicated that trailers can be 
expected to be in service for from 8 to 9 years, at 
~hich time they, along with their tires, will be 
traded in for replacement trailers wi th new tires. 
During this period of service, a trailer can be 
expected to travel approximately 450 000 miles. This 
limits the number of future periods that need to be 
considered. For radials, only about four transi
tions (130 000 miles/period) are considered and for 
conventional tires only about seven transitions 
(80 000 miles/period). The number of miles in each 
period reflects the tread wear characteristics of 
the two types of tires. 

The state values O!il for both radial and 
conventional tires are given in Table 1. The data 
in Table l indicate the percentage of retreads that 
must be performed. The calculation of costs is 
accomplished by multiplying the da t a in Table l by 
the costs of new tire s and recappi ng . 

The costs for new tires and retreads for both 
types of tires for the number of mileage periods the 
trailers will be in service is given in Table 2. The 
number of new tires required for each period is 
equal to the percentage of new tires for that time 
period multiplied by 400 (the total number of tires 
in the fleet). The cost of new tires for each time 
period is simply the number of new tires needed 
times the cost of a new tire. Total recap costs are 
found by determining the number of recaps for each 
time period and multiplying that number by the cost 
of a recap. 

Comparison of each type of tire period by period, 
as presented in Table 2, would yield inaccurate 
information because the periods are defi ned by dif
ferent mileage intervals based on the tr ead wear of 
the tire. The periods shown in Table 2 were trans
lated into miles and compared over the life of the 
trailer; the results are given in the table below: 

Cost ( $) 

I t e m Conventional Tire Radial Tire 
Miles 

0 60 000 88 000 
80 000 33 750 

130 000 31 900 
160 000 41 100 
240 000 41 520 
260 000 47 960 
320 000 39 840 
390 000 51 700 
400 000 41 100 
450 000 25 42 5 22 033 

Total cost 282 42 5 241 59 3 
Savings 41 142 
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Table 1. Proportion of tires in fleet requiring ratramd or new replacements. 

Time New 
Period (%) 

Radials 

l 100 
2 15 
3 36 
4 45 
5 39 
6 39 

Proportion Needing Replacement(%) 
by No. of Retreads 

Total 
(l + 2 + 

lst 2nd 3rd 4th 3 +4) 

0 
85 85 
13 51 64 
31 8 16 55 
38 18 3 2 61 
33 23 5 61 

Conventional 

1 100 0 
2 37 62 62 
3 55 23 22 45 
4 56 34 8 2 44 
5 52 35 12 1 48 
6 55 33 12 45 
7 54 34 12 46 

Table 2. Tire costs per period. 

Conventional Tire Cost ($) Radial Cost ( $) 

Period• New Retread Total New Retread 

1 60 000 0 60 000 88 000 0 
2 22 500 II 250 33 750 13 200 18 700 
3 33 000 8 100 41100 31 680 16 280 
4 33 600 7 920 41 520 39 600 12 100 
5 31 200 8 640 39 840 34 320 13 420 
6 33 000 8 100 41100 34 320 13 420 
7 32 400 8 280 40 680 

Total 

88 000 
31 900 
47 960 
51 700 
47 740 
47 740 

BA period is defined differently for conven tional and radia l tires; thus the cost streams are 
no t direc tl y comparable. 

[Note: The costs at 450 000 miles were prorated to 
reflect the partial periods at the end of trailer 
use as follows: conventional = $40 680 x ( 50 000/ 
80 000) and radials= $47 740 x (60 000/130 000).J 
The data given above indicate that the purchase of 
radials r ather than conventio nal tires results in a 
savings of $ 41 142 over the life of the trailers. By 
translating miles into yea r s and assuming 50 000 
miles/yea r , t he present value of the savings can be 
determined (Table 3). Thus, the model has shown 
that radial tires possess an economic advantage over 
conventional tires when evaluated over the life of 
the trailer fleet. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown here that Markov analysis can be a 
useful technique for estimating the life-cycle costs 
of alternative tires to be purchased on new 
trailers. such estimates are useful in measuring 
the life-cycle cost impl ications of alternative 
vehicle systems or subsystems. Although the meth
odology was demonstrated by using a truck trailer 
tire example, it could be used to evaluate tire 
alternatives for other types of vehicles, or to 
evaluate the life- cycle cost of other parts with 
probabilistic transitions from one state to the next. 

As with many probabilistic models, the basic 
problem is to determine the probabilities to be 
used. some fleet's maintenance records may reveal 
the probability of a part transc e nding from one 
state to the next , but many will not, particularly 
when a new brand or type of part or equipment is 
used. There are also some published experiments, 
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Table 3. Present value analysis of radial 
Advantage Discount Discounted Cumulative tire savings by mileage intervals. Miles Conventional Radials of Radials Factor Advantage of Advantage of 

Year (OOOs) ($) ($) ($) (12%) Radials (S) Radials($) 

1 0-50 60 000 88 000 -28 000 0 28 000 -28 000 
2 50-100 33 750 33 750 0.893 30 139 2 139 
3 100-150 31 900 -31 900 0.797 25 424 -23 285 
4 150-200 41 100 41 100 0.712 29 263 5 938 
5 200-250 41 520 41 520 0.636 26 407 32 385 
6 250-300 47 960 -47 960 0.567 27 193 -5 192 
7 300-350 39 840 39 840 0.507 20 199 25 391 
8 350-400 41 100 51 700 -10 600 0.452 4 791 20 600 
9 400-450 25 425 22 033 3 392 0.404 1 370 21 070 

Note: The total costs for conventional end radial are $282 735 and $241 593 , respectively . 

but these are specific to those operations conduct
ing the experiments. 

Estimated probabilities ~an be derived and their 
sensitivity tested to aid in the decision-making 
process. For instance, in the case of the tire 
example, the data presented in the in-text table of 
retread possibilities and the transition matrices 
for radial and conventional tires reflect average 
values for all data elements. 

The fact is that not all tires will wear down at 
precisely the same number of miles. Some will last 
200 000 miles and others may last only a few thous
and. Thus, there may be a chance, as shown in the 
transition matrices for radial and conventional 
tires, that a tire in the first retread state may 
actually remain there for more than a full period or 
for only a partial period. The matrix could be 
expanded to handle this by using smaller mileage 
increments and defining more states in the matrix. 
The desirability of adding this complexity to the 
model will depend on the sensitivity of the results 
to such factors. 

Similarly, if used tires or retreads were to be 
purchased for replacements, there would be prob
abilities of moving to other retread or state-of-use 
stages. For example, as shown in the transition 
matrix for radial tires, the probability of moving 
from the 2nd retread to new would be divided between 
the 1st, 3rd, and 4th retreads, depending on the 
replacement purchase mix. Thus, it is possible to 
expand the level of detail in the analytical ap
proach beyond that demonstrated in this paper. 

we have attempted to show how the mathematical 
concept of Markov chains has been and can be applied 
to practical life-cycle costing problems to help 
decision makers arrive at an economically sound 
decision. There are, of course, other factors that 
influence this decision and must be brought into the 
analysis at some point. For example, steel-belted 
radials ride smoother and experience fewer punctures 
than conventional tires. These could be the over
riding factor if damage and on-time deliveries are 
of pa&:amour,t importune~. There ma~· be se'~'era! other 
considerations if the methodology is to be used in 
evaluating life-cycle costs of other types of pur
chases. However, these factors are difficult to 
measure and difficult to include in any mathematical 
model. 
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Multiregional Input-Output Model: A Further Extension 

CHONG K. LIEW AND CHUNG J. LIEW 

A multimodal, multioutput, multiregional variable input-output (MMMVIO) 
model is introduced to evaluate the economic impact of an improvement to a 
transportation facility. The distinguishing feature of the MMMVIO model over 
conventional multiregional input-output models is its flexibility. The MMMVIO 
model i1 a prico and cost-sensitive model, whereas conventional input-output 
models fall to share these properties. Regional coefficients, trade coefficients, 
modal split, and 1he composition of primary and secondary outputs become 
endogenous variables under the MMMVIO model. The conventional input-output 
modelt astllme that regional coefficients and trade coefficients are fixed, re
gardless of changes in either input cost or output price, and each industry pro
duces.a single output. The model split has never been considered explicitly 
within the context of the conventional input-output model. The MMMVIO 
model alleviates these unrealistic assumptions. 

The conventional multiregional input-output models 
developed by rsard (1), Moses (~l, Leontief and 
Strout (3) , and Polenske ( 4) ace able to descc ibe 
the industrial transaction, -trade flows, industrial 
output, income, and employment in regional and in
dustrial details. However, the input-output model 
assumes that: 

l, Each industry in each region produces a 
single outputi 

2. Regional input-output coefficients are fixed 
regardless of changes in output prices, input costs, 
tax structure, or transportation costs; 

3. Neither input costs nor output prices nor 
transportation costs would affect the industry's 
decision on output, input mix, employment, income, 
transport modal choice, and trade structure (conven
tional input-output models fail to respond to cost 
and price changes); 

4. Trade coefficients are independent of trans
portation costs and input costs; and 

5. Transport modal choice has never been fully 
explained by conventional input-putput models. 

To make the input-output model more flexible, we 
introduce a mult i modal, multioutput, multiregional 
variable input-output (MMMVIO) model, which is not 
based on such unrealistic assumptions as imposed on 
conventional input-output models. The MMMVIO model 
assumes that each industry in each region may pro
duce more than one output. The multioutput and 
multiinput relation is specified by the production 
frontiers. Under the MMMVIO model, the regional 
input-output coefficients become endogenous to the 
model. A change in output prices, tax structure, or 
transportation costs affects riot only the input-out
put coefficients but also the trade coefficients. 
The MMMVIO model assumes that profit maximization 
guides every bus i ness decision on outputs, input 
mix, employment, income, modal choice of shipment, 
and trade flows. 

The MMMVIO model is derived from the duality 
between production and price ftontiers. The price 
frontiers are obtained from the dual relations. 
These price frontiers ate exptessed in terms of 
input elasticities, transportation costs, wage 
rates, service prices of capital., tax rates, and 
technical progress parameters. The equilibtium 
prices obtained from the price frontiers determine 
regional input-output coefficients, trade coeffi
cients, and modal split of commodity shipment. The 
usual output, income, and employment of each indus
try in each region are determined by the balance 
equations. 

A- derivation of MHMVIO is given in the next sec-

tion, and a brief description on the usefulness of 
the model is discussed afterwards. 

MMMVIO MODEL 

Consider an economy that has m regions and n indus
tries, Each industry produces a primacy output and 
several secondary outputs. Each commodity is 
shipped to each region by one of g shipping modes. 

Industrial outputs in each region are produced by 
a linear logarithmic production frontier, i.e., 

{3L!nYL + :E (3f·lnYf· - ti· - :E :E :E a1rk1nx1rk - 'llnU 
JJ JJ j-:foj IJ IJ OJ k S j IJ IJ J J 

- 5jlnKJ = 0 (!) 

Note, unless otherwise stated, :E = :E , :E = :E , ~ = .:E , and .:E. = .L. 
( 

g m n ") 
k k=J S s=' l I 1=1 FfJ l1l 

where 

r Yjj amount of primary output j produced 

by industry j in region r, 

Y~. amount of secondary output i pro
l.J 

duced by industry j in region r (i * j), 

amount of commodity i produced 

in region s and delivered to industry j in 

region r by shipping mode k, 

r 
aij' 

Lr = labor employed by industry j located 
J 

in region r, and 

K~ • service of capital employed by in
J 

dustry j located in region r. 

r srk r and 
r 

aoj' aij , y , 6j are parameters of the 

production frontier, and it is assumed to be a linear 
homogeneous function, i.e., 

13JrJ. + L f3[J· - :E :E :E afJrk - rfJ· - 5Jr = 0 G = I, ... n; r = I, ... m) (2) 
ifj k s i 

•rhe commodity i produced by all industries in reg ion 
s is demanded by industries and final users of all 
regions, and the shipment of the commodity is made 
by transportation mode k: 

:E :E :E X1fk + :E :E F''k = :E yi. 
k T j lj k r J j IJ 

(3) 

The profit maximization with Equations 1-3 yields 
the following solutions. (Note: the full mathemati
cal derivation is available from the authors.) 

(forifj) (4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

r is the equilibrium price commodity P. of 
J srk 

produced in region r, and Ci is one plus the 

uni-t cost of delivering commodity i from re9ion s to 
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region r by shipping mode k. c~rk is 
l. 

called 

the transportation cost factor in this study. 
FrO!ll Equations 1, 2, 4-7, we obtain the 

frontiers that can be conveniently presented 
m;atrix form: 

(B - S) lnp = -Ylnw + Slnv - Bln(l - t) +Wine+ A0 

where 

lnp • (l'1p.l) 
(nm,l) 

lnp 

and 

(nm,nm) - II ~~ 'a2 '-~ II I .,,... I 
I /' I 
I ,; ' I 
0,... ... em 

~ -

S ~ Al + . • • + AP. 

lnpt' • 
(n,l) 

and 

a" -
(n,n) 

and 

0
srk ... 

(n,n) [
or~ ,.nk] 11 ,,, n! 

l , ~ ~, I 
erk ' 'Jlrk 
l.n nn 

y • diagonal matrix of y;; 
(mn,mn) 

•diagonal matrix of 6;; 
(mn,mn) 

lnv :::ic mn component vector of lm .. •;; 

lnv ,. mn component vector of lnv;; 

ln(l-t) • mn componenl vector of ln(l-c;); 

W • (Wl, w2 , , • • Wg) 
(mn ,nmm.&) 

wk 

(ma,nmm) 

~ 
-

slk o----o 

0 s~k I 
' ' 0 

o----~saj 

(k • l, •.. g) 

and 

and s"k 
(n, ti111l 

lnc • ( . nel ,._ .. ,, D (nmm,l) lnck • (lnc~l k) 

A "' nm component vector of Ar. 
0 O]o 

I 
I llk lnc 

n 
I 
1 mmk 

lnc1 
I 

l~c~r.ik 

price 
as a 

(8) 

(Note that tne figures inside the parentheses indi
cate the size of the matrix.) 

The price frontier (Equation 8) is expressed in 

terms of local wage rates 
[ 

(vj), 

r (wj)' regional ser-

vice price of capital effective tax rates 

(tj>, transportation cost factor by each 
k c srk 

(C~r ) , input-output elasticities Caj' aij , 

6rj); and.technical progress parameters (ar .) • 
OJ 

mode 
r 

Yj' 
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The equilibrium prices (Pr) of the model are 
j 

determined by the price frontier equation (Equation 

8). The above equilibrium prices solve the output 

coefficients s 
and (dij) the primary input 

coefficients srk 
i.e., (ai j ) : 

(9) 

(10) 

Di!iding Equation 3 by the 
(Yjj), the following balance 

primary output 
equation is 

obtained, i.e., 

~ d' Y'1 l: sr r I i lJ · Ji - , t A;; · Y;; = F, 

where 

ft.ff = ~k affK and Ff= E ~Ff'". 
k r 

(11) 

A matrix form of Equation 11 is as follows: 

(D-A*)Y= P 

where 

n 
(nm,nm) s (s s) D • d - ---- d ll , / ln 

: '/ : 
I /' I 

S
1
"' ' S

1 

d ----- d 
nl nn 

• A 
(nm, nm) ~

ll __ Aid •nd 

!'..,,/'I 
; ,,. , ' 
ml" ' C2:) 
--- A 

y 

(nm,l) 
F 

(nrn. l) r:i 1 ··· .. · rn 
The balance equation (Equation 12) determines the 

primary outputs of each industry in each region (Yi. 
once the primary outputs (Y) and the equilibrium 

prices (P) are determined, the secondary products 
[ 

(Yij 

(x&rk) 
ij , 

capital 

for i"'j) , 

labor 

dema nds 

Equations 4-7. 

intermediate purchases 

demands r 
(Lj)' and 

are determined by 

The output produced by industry j in region r 
r (Y.j) is computed a& 

regional input-output 

are 

equation: 

o!.' = ~ (X!r k)/ \fl· 
"""lj k lj •J 

identified by the 

(13) 

coefficients 

following 

(14) 
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The regional technical coefficient is 

the sum of the regional input-output coefficients 

over regions, i.e., 

(15) 

The trade coefficients by each mode 

are computed as 

(16) 

Note that this definition of trade coefficients 
coincides with that of Moses (2), except that Moses 
did not break down the transport modal split, i.e., 

tff = aff /(f a1f) = Xff /(f Xf{). 

Following Moses (2), it is assumed that each 
industry in region r -consumes some fraction of the 
import of commodity i from region s so that the 
trB~~ coefficients of the transportation mode k 
(tij ) are the same regardless of the 

final users, i.e., 

(17) 

We impose this property by averaging the trade 
coefficients over industries, i.e., 

(18) 

the 

An improvement of a transportation mode reduces 

transportation cost factor (C~rk), which 
1 

changes 

trade 

regional 

coefficients 
sr 

(Aij)' and cients 
srk H ti >· 

industrial 

(t~rk), 

modal 

outputs 

regional 

choice 

POTENTIAL USEFULNESS OF MMMVIO MODEL 

r 
(Yij)' 

coeffi
k 

(ti 

The MMMVI O model is capable of determining the fea
sibility of constructing new transportation systems 
such as highways, waterways, bridges, or railways. 
The model can be employed to evaluate the existing 
transportati on system, measure the economl.c impact 
of an energy crisis, appraise the development impact 
of rail abandonment, and predict the economic condi
tions of a region that has a sustained shortage of 
essential resources. 

The MMMVIO model is an extension of the multire
gional variable input-output (MRVIO) model that has 
been in operation since 1979. The basic input data 
of the MMMVIO are the same as those of MRVIO. MRVIO 
was employed to evaluate an existing waterway (5,6), 
to appraise the feasibil ity of a new waterway -Ill, 
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to measure the development impact of a water short
age (.!!_) , to evaluate the pollution impact of the 
relocation of an industry (9), and to assess the 
growth i.mpact of an energy crisis (10). The sources 
of the data and the computer progrciiiiS for the MRVIO 
model are described in the reports cited. 

The MMMVIO model requires additional data besides 
those employed for MRVIO. The Make of Commodities 
by Industry (Survey of Current Business, April 1979) 
can be used to identify the primary and secondary 
products. The modal-split information may require a 
sample survey of commodity shipment. A rough esti
mation on the modal split can be made by using the 
1972 Transportation Margin Tape (from the U.S. De
partment of Commerce) , which identifies the trans
portation margin of goods delivered by each mode. 
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Abridgment 

Commuter Railroad Pricing in the New York 

Metropolitan Region 

DAVIDS. KESSLER AND WILLIAM SIMONSEN 

A framewo rk for examining commuter railroad pricing In tho New York mo1ro
politan region Is presented. The Metropolitan Transporbltlon Authority (MTA) 
aperatei two commuter rail roads: the Long Island Railroad, which is tho 
country's busien, ond tho Metro·North, which consists of the Harl em, Hudson, 
New Haven, and the Hoboken·Port J ervis lines. It Is shown that the distance 
component of the MTA commuter railroad pricing structure is fa ir: riders who 
v avel longer dfstanccs pay higher faro in relation to I.he bone II ts they rc.;elT,; 
fro m the inernmnn tnl distance t hoy travel; and It is officiant : t he charges are 
related to the additional cost of carrying riders further distances. Peak-period 
pricing is another efficlency·based s trategy that theoretically would move 
riders who have o choice to the off peak. thereby rationing expensive peak ca
pacity to those who nro most willing to pay for it. Th current commuter rail
road peak pricing policy has not charged t ho poak·porlod rider In occordance 
with efficient resource allocation. Restructuring of the relative prices of th o 
different t ickets along with offering a vlable off·poak altomative for monthly 
commuters would go a long way toward pricing tho peak riders in relation to 
the actual costs they Impose wniie offering a workable off·J>t!ltk aiturnotivc. Th~ 
alternatives th at ere e11amined are thoso that are operatlonally feasible. 

This paper deals with the commute r railroad fare 
pricing strategy at the Metcopol.itan Transportation 
Author ity (MTA) , which is headqua r ter ed in Ne w York 
City . MTA i s responsible f or opera ting one of t he 
l a rgest t r a nspor tation s ystems i n t he world , wh ich 
encompasse s subways , bus es , c ommute r r ai l lines , 
tunnels , a nd bri dges. A di scus s i on is presented o n 
pr i c ing i ssues f oe two MTA commuter r ai lroads: t he 
Long I sland Railr oad (LIRR) a nd t he Metro-·North Com
mute r Ra ilroad. These t wo r a ilroads carr ied a com
bined average weekday ridership of 453 000 in Sep
tember 1982. 

PRICING MASS TRANSIT 

Discussions of various types of fare structures 
often revolve around complications due to different 
pricing principles (e.g., economic efficiency versus 
social welfare), the market structure, and, finally, 
the role that subsidies play. Many other studies 
have detailed the efficiency and equity arguments of 
transit pricing, so we will only summarize them. 
Etficient pricing requires that Lider.s pay in p:-o
portion to the costs they impose on t h e system. 
Theoretically, this would lead to true s ig na ls being 
sent to producers of transit services concerning how 
much the service is valued. 

There are two different types of equity or fair
ness criteria that are generally considered: bene
fit equity, which requires that ciders pay in 
relation to the benefits they receive, and ability
to-pay equity, which states that riders should pay 
according to what they can afford. Although 
ability-to-pay equity is cle arly an impor t ant con
sideration and is always a prior ity when dec i sions 
are made, this paper only marginally deals with this 
issue. In accordance with established federal, 
state, and city leg isl a t i on, MTA has provi ded dis
count f ares foe ce r tain g roups such as senior citi
zens and the handicapped. Studying the effect on 
various socioeconomic groups of the kinds of fare 
structure changes under consideration is a complex 
undertaking beyond the means of this paper. A sep
arate study is being designed to better evaluate 
these issues. 

The revenue implications of different options are 
clearly important considerations, especially during 

this time of decreasing federal assistance. In 
1981, LIRR covere d about 45 percent of its operating 
expenses through the fare box. The coverage ratio 
for the Metro-North Harlem-Hudson lines was about 37 
percent in 1981, and it was abOut 56 pe rcent for the 
New Haven line during the same period. The balance 
was provided through a var i ety of federal, srare, 
local, ar~ regional subsidi~e= Recause the level of 
fares is an extremely sensitive political and eco
nomic issue, the utmost care is taken in evaluating 
the revenue implications of alternative fare struc
tures. 

Any modifications in the existing face structure 
must be e valuated in terms of the f acility and of 
their implementation. Change s that would make fares 
much moLe difficult to c o l l ect er place unduie hard
ship on the administrative staff cannot seriously be 
considered. This includes measures that adversely 
affect ticket lines, on-board ticket collection, or 
revenue handling. Also, employees and riders should 
be able to easily understand the face structure. 
These constraints limit the number of available 
alternatives and, therefore, this paper addresses 
only feasible alternatives that can be implemented 
in the short run. 

MTA COMMUTER RAILROAD FARE HISTORY 

Before 1980 there did not exist an independently 
determined rationale foe pricing commuter railroad 
tickets. In general, the pricing relations that 
existed when MTA took control of these railroads, 
through ownership or contractual agreement, were the 
ones in effect until July 1980. Indeed, these were 
most likely inherited from the private managements 
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the New York Central 
Railroad, and the New Haven Railroad. From a his
torical perspective, it appears that fares were cor
related closely with distance--perhaps until around 
the time of the end of world War II--but that there
after the flat !'ate i nc['eases in the one-way fares 
(a nickel, or later a dime, for each and every sta
tion on a line) distorted the relations. Discounts 
for commutation tickets were offered to the rail
roads' best cu,.t:nmers, and deeper discounts were 
frequently offered to ciders who traveled greater 
distances on the basis of a perception that there 
existed a rate above which the railroads would lose 
large numbers of riders and revenues. These notions 
were, at best , the t r ied and true rules-of-thumb of 
experienced railroad managers, although they were 
not necessarily based on economic theory. Table 1 
gives a t humbnail sketch of the post-1970 face 
structure changes on the LIRR. 

When comparing the fares charged by distance, 
Commuter Rail Corporation (Conrail) fares had rela
tively higher monthly tic ket prices than the LIRR 
but lower one-way ticket prices. Recent MTA policy 
has been to make the two MTA commuter railroad's 
fare structures more consistent with one another. 

Thus, the pce-1980 MTA fare structures were char
acterized by (a) the one-way fare as the base for 
determining all fares; (b) a vague, informal rela
tion of fares to distance traveled; (c) an irregular 
pattern of discounts foe monthly commutation tickets 
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(depending, in some cases, on local political ar
rangements made a long time ago) i and (d) a rela
tively weak commitment to off-peak pricing as part 
of the overall fare structure. 

MTA COMMUTER RAILROAD PRICING ISSUES 

The following sections present some of the MTA com
muter railroad pricing issues that merit review. 
(The arguments presented are our views, and may not 
necessarily reflect future MTA policy.) 

Peak and Off-Peak Pricing 

Public transportation in general, and commuter rail
roads in particular, are services characterized by 
considerable variability of demand based on both 
time of day and day of the week. Comparatively more 
people desire to travel during the peak periods than 
in the off peak, usually to commute to and from 
work. This group, which demands peak-period ser
vice, places the greatest burden on the system and 
thus imposes the greatest cost. Therefore, effi
cient or marginal-cost pricing requires that peak
period users pay for the additional capacity they 
require in order to allocate expensive peak space to 
those who value it the 111<>st. 

Theoretically, higher peak-period charges have 
the desirable effect of moving some riders who have 
a choice to the lower-priced off peak, thereby ra
tioning the peak capacity to those who are the most 
willing to pay for it. This would also make better 
use of excess capacity during the off peak and, in 
the long run, decrease operating costs in the peak 
to the degree they are variable. The magnitude of 
this shift depends, of course, on the price differ
ential between the peak and off-peak fares. 
Clearly, a large differential would move more riders 
than would a small differential. The amount of the 
shift also depends on the sensitivity of peak riders 
to fare changes and how broadly the peak time period 
is defined. 

The current MTA commuter rail peak pricing policy 
has not provided sufficient incentive to induce off
peak travel and bas not priced services consistent 
with efficient resource allocation. Figure 1 por
trays the extent of the peaking problems experienced 
oy the railroads. 

The main pricing inconsistency is that currently 
there exists no peak and off-peak fare alternative 
for monthly ticket holders who represent the vast 
majority of peak riders (approximately 90 percent of 
peak riders use some type of commutation ticket) • 
Currently, there is a round-trip off-peak ticket 
designed to of fer an off-peak alternative to the 
one-way peak ticket rider. The monthly commuter bas 
no such off-peak alternative, since the current 

Table 1. Recent fare structures, MTA commuter railroads (LIRR). 
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off-peak ticket costs more on a per ride basis than 
the per trip price of monthly commutation ticket 
holders (see Table 2). This situation grew out of 
the traditional view of railroad fares, which holds 
that the basic ticket is the one-way peak, with 
monthly, weekly, and off-peak ticket prices derived 
from the one-way ticket by using different formu
las. The monthly price for a LIRR monthly commuta
tion ticket, for instance, is discounted from the 
basic one-way fare times 42 rides/month. 

When viewed in the traditional light, monthly 
tickets are not as economically efficient a manner 
of payment compared with one-way fares. Efficiency 
suffers, since monthly ticket holders tend to be 
peak riders, so discounts for monthly tickets lower 
the price for those who place the greatest burden on 
the system. In addition, efficiency is lessened to 
the extent that ridership is attracted to the peak 
travel times due to the discounts. 

However, the monthly commutation ticket is likely 
to remain a fact of life, since returning to all 
one-way tickets would be operationally difficult. 
Current fare-collection methods on MTA commuter 
railroads are very labor intensive. There is no 
automatic fare collection in the offing; every 
ticket needs to be checked by a trainman. For in
stance, the LIRR has 140 stations on nine lines from 
which trips can originate. Under these circum
stances, it is clear why a monthly flashticket makes 
operational sense. Currently, the railroads have no 
plans for installing a more capital-intensive fare
collection system. Thus, it is practical to assume 
that a monthly commutation ticket of some type will 
continue to be offered as long as fare collection 
remains labor intensive. Therefore, a more rational 
pricing policy would shift as many of these peak 
riders as possible, whether monthly or one-way, to 
periods of excess capacity and charge the ones who 
continue to ride in the peak a relatively higher 
price because of the cost they impose. 

Two possible alternative methods would help 
achieve this goal and merit further detailed study 
of the revenue and operational implications. Both 
make the necessary assumption that offering a 
monthly commutation ticket is necessary for the 
smooth operation of the railroads. 

The first option is to veiw monthly commutation 
ticket riders and one-way ticket riders as com
pletely separate and distinct markets. Therefore, 
the first method would require that an off-peak com
mutation ticket be offered as an alternative for 
monthly commuters, as well as to continue to use an 
off-peak one-way equivalent. The second option 
calls for gradually lowering the relative price of 
the current off-peak ticket until it is below the 
per ride cost of a monthly commutation ticket. 
Thus, there is a single off-peak ticket that offers 

Cost per Distance of 
Avg Trip8 ($) 

No. of Zones 
Date Ticket Types Offered Fare Changes or Stations One-Way Monthly 

1/30/70 

1/29/72 

9/1/75 

7/1/80 
7/15/81 
Proposed 

One-way, round trip, monthly, weekly, school (monthly), 
police and firemen, and ladies day 

One-way, round trip, monthly, weekly, school (monthly), 
and police and firemen 

One-way, one-way off peak, weekly, school (monthly), 
senior citizen, and Sunday round trip 

One-way, monthly , weekly, school, round-trip off peak 
One-way, monthly, weekly, school, round-trip off peak 

3 Th1s column uses the Bellmore run of 27.1 miles as an example. 

Flat fare increase of $0.20, $1.80, and $4.60 
for one-way, weekly, and monthly, respec
tively 

Up to a 16.67 percent increase 

23 percent across-the-board 

20 percent, monthly discount increased 
25 percent increase 
Unknown 

139 stations 1.85 47.10 

16 zones 2.00 54.85 

16 zones 2.45 67.45 

11 zones 3.15 72.50 
10 zones 4.15 91.00 
Unknown 
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Figure 1. Passenger arrivals and departures from Penn Station (LIRRI. 

Table 2. Comparison of monthly per ride price and off peak per ride price. 

Monthly Monthly Price per 
Ticket Price Ride ( 42 trips/ Round-Trip Off-Peak 

Zone ($) month) (S) Price per Ride($) 

LIRR 

1 61.25 1.46 1.93 
2,3 69 .50 1.65 2.30 
4 81.:.b 1.93 2.78 
5, 6, 7 91.00 2.17 3.13 
8,9 102.75 2.45 3.75 
10 112.50 2.68 4.33 
II 120.50 2.86 4.80 
12 133.25 3.17 5.40 

Metro-North Hudson Line 

A 47.50 1.13 1.48 
B 49.00 1.17 I.SO 
c 51.50 1.23 1.58 
D 54.25 1.29 1.78 
E 59.50 1.42 2.00 
F 62.50 1.49 2.10 
G 67.75 1.6 l 2.23 
H 72.50 1.73 2.53 
I 78.25 1.86 2.85 
J 81.25 1.93 3.00 
K 82.75 1.96 3.15 
L 87 .50 2.08 3.45 
M 91.00 2.17 3.60 
N 103.50 2.46 3.98 
0 110.75 2.64 4.63 

r--. 
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a lower-priced alternative for both one-way peak 
riders and monthly commuters. This latter method 
would necessarily involve a substantial shrinking of 
the absolute price difference between the one-way 
peak ticket and the monthly ticket equivalent. This 
method has tile cadvai-1tage of offeLing one less tic~et 
type than the first option. On the negative side, 
this option would consequently increase the number 
of tickets to be collected on the trains . However, 
collecting off-peak tickets would be done during 
times of less constrained capacity, and it would 
therefore have a smaller adverse impact on produc
tivity. Bulk coupon booklet sales of off-peak 
tickets would also make sense under this option. 

Both of these options may increase the number of 
step-ups necessary on peak trains for riders who 
hold off-peak tickets (riders who upgrade their 
tickets on the train by paying the difference be
tween the two fares) • This could be a potentially 
sec ious problem. However, both would offer an off
peak alternative for monthly ticket riders who cur
rently have no such pricing alternative. 

Other issues that merit further consideration in
clude the following: 

1. Replacing the off-peak round-trip ticket: 
Whether or not an off-peak monthly alternative is 
considered, the current off-peak one-way ticket has 
too many restrictions for it to be a viable alterna-
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tive. For instance, the round-trip off-peak ticket 
needs to be used on the same day for both legs of 
the trip. If the return trip is made during a peak 
time or on the next day, a step-up fee is charged to 
make the total cost equivalent to two one-way peak 
tickets. Not only does this reduce the trainmen's 
productivity by forcing them to handle more fares on 
the trains, it genE:trally fosters a good deal of ill 
will a1110ng passengers who simply do not understand 
the system. When the one-way off-peak ticket was 
offered on the Metro-North commuter railroad, 74 
percent of the total one-way ticket riders bought 
the off-peak ticket. After the off-peak ticket be
came valid only for round trips, this percentage 
dropped to 28 percent. Returning to a one-way off
peak ticket would seem to be sensible. 

2. Redefining outbound morning peak trains as 
off peak: The demand for seats on outbound trains 
during the morning peak is small compared with in
bound peak demand. However, outbound service is 
limited in the extent that it can vary with demand. 
This is because trains need to be run outbound dur
ing the morning peak in order to make room for the 
inbound morning peak trains due to equipment storage 
constraints at the New York City terminals. This 
has led to a situation where there exists excessive 
capacity on these outbound morning peak trains, 
which can easily accommodate additional ridership. 
Lowering ticket prices on outbound trains would 
potentially attract modest increases in passengers 
who travel during the peak periods. 

3. Monthly ticket price and one-way ticket 
price: The railroads are currently offering an 
average discount of 40-50 percent for monthly tick
ets when compared with using a series of one-way 
tickets for commutation. More analysis needs to be 
done to determine if this dramatic premium for using 
a one-way ticket during the peak period is consis
tent with what price breaks are necessary to dis
courage purchase of this type of ticket. 

The thrust of these policies is to change the 
ticket prices of one-way peak riders and monthly 
commuters to reflect the true cost they place on the 
system while offering a viable off-peak alterna
tive. These are much more rational policies that, 
if effective, would result in reducing the peak 
crush factors and make better use of off-peak capac
ity. In the longer run, they would lessen the need 
for future equipment purchases to meet the peak 
demand. 

The standard objection to the policies outlined 
above is that they would produce revenue losses when 
compared with the current revenue yield. It is 
argued that offed.ng cheaper tickets and inducing 
shifts to these cheaper tickets must necessarily 
lower total passenger revenue. This argument is 
short-sighted, since, as mentioned earlier, there 
could be longer-run cost reductions or revenue in
creases, depending on the latent peak demand. But, 
more importantly, instituting a peak pricing policy 
at the same time as a general fare increase would 
generate the needed revenue while maximizing the 
total system ridership, since off-peak ridership is 
more elastic than peak ridership. Stated another 
way, an across-the-board fare increase would move 
more riders off the system than would differential 
peak and off-peak increases. This involves raising 
peak charges high enough to offset the relatively 
cheaper off-peak price. This is as it should be 
under the efficiency criteria, since it rations the 
expensive peak capacity to those who are most will
ing to pay for it. Table 3 gives an example of the 
effects of various differential peak and off-peak 
fare increases on ridership and revenue, as compared 
with an across-the-board 25 percent fare increase. 
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Table 3. Ridership and revenue effects of differential peak end off-peak fare 
increases. 

Percentage of Rider-
Fare Increase(%) Revenue Ridership ship 

Increase Oiange 
Peak Off-Peak (%) (%) Peak Off-Peak 

25 25 19.14 -4.69 75 25 

26 23 19.44 -4.65 75 25 
26.5 23 19.73 -4.71 75 25 
26.5 22.5 19.66 -4.67 75 25 
26 22.5 19.73 -4.61 75 25 

26 23 19.38 -4.65 74 26 
26.5 23 19.66 -4.71 74 26 
26.5 22.5 19.59 -4.67 74 26 
26 22.5 19.30 -4.61 74 26 

26 23 19.31 -4.65 73 27 
26.5 23 19.59 -4.71 73 27 
26.5 22.5 19.51 -4.67 73 27 
26 22.5 19.24 -4.6 1 73 27 

26 23 19.11 -4.65 70 30 
26.5 23 19.38 -4.71 70 30 
26.5 22.5 19.30 -4.67 70 30 
26 22.5 19.03 -4.61 70 30 

Note : The following ussumptions are used: Ep peek= -0.15, Ep off-peak= - 0 .30; end% 
6 ridership = % 6. fare • Ep. 

The peak and off-peak pricing strategy outlined 
in this section is not only more efficient but also 
may be more equitable. Benefit equity is served, 
since one-way riders in the peaks receive more fre
quent service than off-peak riders, and they are 
charged for it. However, benefit equity suffers to 
the extent that the peaks are more crowded and less 
comfortable. This may be somewhat eased by the fact 
that peak crowding may be reduced under a more 
rational peak pricing policy, On the other hand, 
there may be latent demand for peak service that 
would perpetuate the crowding, notwithstanding 
higher peak fares. 

In summary, higher peak-period charges are more 
efficient than uniform fares, since they are based 
on cost and make peak space available to those who 
are most willing to pay for it. The current com
muter railroad pricing strategy does not operation
alize these concepts particularly well. Modifying 
the ticket structure in a more rational way would 
help move toward this end. Peak pricing is also 
somewhat consistent with the doctrine of benefit 
equity. 

Distance-Based Component 

Distance-based fares are the next important compo
nent of the MTA commuter rail pricing structure to 
be considered. Distance fares, which relate the 
price of a trip to the distance traveled, are more 
efficient than uniform fares, since they address the 
increased cost of carrying passengers longer dis
tances. 

Both MTA commuter railroad divisions are well 
suited for distance fares due to the' radial commut
ing patterns and the clearly defined Manhattan cen
tral business district (CBD) where most riders ter
minate. The railroads have a zone fare structure, 
wnere the price of a ticket increases with the dis
tance from Manhattan. The smaller and more numerous 
the zones, the greater is the opportunity to charge 
each rider the cost he or she actually imposes on 
the system. However, small zone sizes must be 
traded off against whatever productivity and opera
tional gains are associated with larger zones, such 
as handling fewer different ticket types less fre
quently. 
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Figure 2. Distance and monthly ticket prices. 
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Figure 3. Monthly price per mile, Metro-North Hudson line. 
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Empirical Evidence on Determinants of 

Mass Bicycle Commuting in the United States: 
A Cross-Community Analysis 

MICHAEL D. EVERETT AND JOHN SPENCER 

A nationwide study of determinants of mass bicycle commuting 110 percent or 
more of tripsl ls discussed. Numerous studies in specific cities and states have 
isolated important determinants of mass bicycle commuting, such as separation 
from high-speed, high-volume motor vehicle traffic and relative coits (including 
timel. However, considerable political controversy exists over the proper poll· 
cies for stimulating mass bicycle commuting, and no study systematically 
quantifies where mass cycling takes place in the United States or the correlates 
of mass cycling. Therefore, the data In this paper attampt to fill that research gap 
and reduce the area of policy controversy by reporting all the available exam· 
pies of mass bicycle commuting in the United States. The data find almost 200 
examples of mass cycling for educational institutions, but fewer than 10 exam· 
pies of mass cycling to work and shopping destinations. Separation from high
speed, high-volume traffic correlates with mass cycling, although examples of 
mass cycling on wide moderate-speed, moderate-volume arteries exist. The rel· 
ative cost of cycling, which includes time costs, correlates lass strongly. How· 
ever, correlation does not prove causation. The overwhelming majority of fatal 
accidents reported occurred on arteries and not on separate bicycle facilities or 
rasic:lential-type roads. Nevertheless, cycling appears to remain more hazardous 
than driving over a given route. 

Short-distance bicycle commuting provides an example 
of appropriate technology for a substainable economy 
and society in a world of increasing scarcity, con
gestion, and pollution. Bicycles theoretically can 
provide rapid, flexible, low-cost, pollution-free 
transportation with consistent exercise for short 
trips in congested urban areas. Several groups have 
an interest in stimulating bicycle commuting: the 
U.S. government to save petroleum and reduce air 
pollution, the bicycle manufacturer's association to 
stimulate new bike sales, and local transportation 
planners and bike clubs. 

All of these groups need solid information on the 
determinants of mass bicycle commuting ( 10 percent 
or more of trips), but unfortunately vigorous con
troversy has led to considerable misinformation and 
confusion. For example, the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT) published a national compre
hensive bicycle transportation program ( 1) that 
emphasized promotion and education and deemphasized 
separate bicycle facilities to shift 15 to 30 per
cent of a target group of short-distance urban driv
ers to safe Dicycle commuting. 

In a review of such an ambitious bicycle-market
ing program, little or no support for its assump
tions in the replicable, empirical, bicycle modal
choice or marketing literature could be found (_£) • 
Tne literature concentrated on several determinants 
of safe mass bicycle commuting. First, numerous 
surveys were found (including sophisticated logit 
models) that indicated that the overwhelming major
ity of actual and potential commuter cyclists wanted 
separation from high-speed, high-volume traffic (2, 
p. 38). Second, relative costs, which include time 
costs, played a major role in modal choice. Fi
nally, evidence that separation would reduce the 
risk of fatal bicycle ace idents, but not eliminate 
it, was presented (_£, p. 38). 

In the review of the DOT study, it was observed 
that known examples of mass cycling in the United 
States and Europe tended to support this litera
ture. The cities of Davis and Santa Barbara, Cali
fornia; Madison, Wisconsin; and Amsterdam and 
Utrecht, Netherlands, incorporate substantial sepa-

ration from high-speed, high-volume traffic along 
with short trips in areas where bicycles often pro
vide faster and more flexible transportation than 
other modes. However, no statistical analysis of 
where mass bicycling takes place exists to support 
or refute these observations. 

Therefore, data on the percentage of cycling were 
collected, and determinants of cycling (separation, 
distance, and relative time) from nearly 300 college 
communities in the united States were hypothesized 
in order to provide a quantifiable description of 
those areas in which mass bicycle commuting takes 
place. After the methodology for collecting the 
data is described, the data are analyzed in light of 
the available literature, and finally a nontechnical 
discussion of the results and their implication for 
planning are presented. 

METHODOLOGY FOR DATA COLLECTION 

The study sent a mail-back questionnaire to key 
respondents in all major college communities in the 
united States as part of several senior-level mar
keting research classes. The students made valuable 
contributions by reviewing, checking, and criticiz
ing results. They also funded the survey with 
$10/student, or about $600 overall. East Tennessee 
State university provided the computer facilities 
and released time for this research. 

A one-page (front and back) questionnaire was 
developed to collect data on the percentage of 
cycling and on the key variables that the literature 
suggested would affect the level of cycling and 
safety. The questionnaire was field tested on ap
proximately 20 institutions where the levels for 
most of the variables were known. The respondents-
typically university police, junior high school 
principals, and city traffic engineers--made esti
mates of the level of the variables that roughly 
coincided with the known knowledge of the insti
tutions. 

The sampling strategy focused on college and 
university communities. First a census was taken of 
all junior colleges, colleges, and universities 
[higher education (HE)), excluding technical, semi
nary, and other such specialized schools, that had a 
student enrollment (including part time) of 9000 or 
more based on the College Blue Book (3). Then about 
95 percent of the junior high schools (JHSs) were 
sampled in the same communities as were the HES and 
that had populations of approximately 300 000 or 
less based on Patterson's American Education (_i). 

To double-check these responses and collect data on 
bicycle commuting to work and shopping, question
naires were sent to traffic engineers (TES) in all 
of the latter communities. 

This sampling strategy was oased on the assump
tion tnat most examples of mass cycling take place 
in smaller cities and college or university communi
ties. Censuses and other published studies showed 
relatively little cycling in large cities (1 to 2 
percent of the traffic flows on routes used by 
cyclists). Also, rather than lightly sampling a 
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The current one-way charge for each zone is based 
on a terminal charge plus a mileage charge. Spe
cifically, the one-way fares that went into effect 
in July 1981 are based on the following formula: 
$2.25 plus $0.075 per each mile from New York to the 
oenter of each zone. The terminal char~e theoreti
cally represents a fixed cost applicable to every 
zone. The mileage charge represents the variable 
cost of moving trains and people over different dis
tances. Figure 2 shows how monthly fares on the 
LIRR and on Metro-North's Hudson line increase with 
distance. 

The $0.075 standard mileage charge is based on an 
average cost, and not a marginal cost in the pure 
sense. The marginal cost and the average cost are 
equivalent only to the extent that variable costs 
are uniform across all distances. For instance, if 
it costs more to move people in the city zones due, 
pe~hap.8; to higher power costs~ this would not be 
reflected in the price. Instituting a true mar
ginal-cost distance pricing strategy would further 
complicate an already complicated pricing structure 
with apparently only small efficiency gains. 

An interesting footnote is that the use of fixed 
and variable charges tends to cause closer zones to 
have an overall higher per mile charge than more 
a1scan~ zones, since the fixed cost is a laLgeL pre~ 
portion of the total (sef! Figure 3). This is con
sistent with another MTA policy, which is that the 
commuter railroads should not be price-competitive 
with the New York City Transit Authority for intra
New York City trips. 

Distance fares are also consistent with benefit 
equity, since riders who travel longer distances and 
receive additional benefits when compared with 
riders who travel shorter distances pay an incre
mental charge related to the additional benefits 
they receive. Thus, in this sense, distance fares 
on the commuter railroads are both efficient and 
equitable. 

Weeldy Tickets 

In addition to monthly commutation tickets, both MTA 
commuter railroads currently offer weekly commuta-
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tion tickets priced at 31 percent of the monthly 
ticket fare. There are two traditional arguments in 
favor of offering weekly tickets. First, it is 
thought that weekly tickets provide an alternative 
for commuters who cannot afford the capital outlay 
at the beqinninq of the month necessary for the pur
chase of a monthly ticket. In a sense, this pro
vides a public service for these riders. Second, 
weekly tickets are an alternative for commuters who 
do not expect to ride the required number of times 
to make a monthly ticket economical due to vaca
tions, illness, etc. Tradition and the convenience 
factors mentioned above appear to be the main rea
sons for continuinq to orrer this type or ticket. 

SUMMARY 

Currently, both com.~uter railroads charge fares that 
are based on distance traveled and have a peak and 
off-peak ·pricing strategy for one-way riders. How
ever, there is no peak pr icing strategy for monthly 
commuters who represent the vast majority of rid
ers. The distance component is fair, to the extent 
that riders pay in relation to the benefits they 
receive, and it is efficient, since the charges are 
related to cost. The current peak pricing policy 
could be improved by offering an off-peak alterna
tive for monthly commuters and replacing the round
trip off-peak ticket with a more flexible one-way 
off-peak ticket. This strategy prices all peak 
tickets to better reflect the actual burden the 
riders impose while offering a viable off-peak al
ternative. 

Further work in this general area, which is be
yond the scope of this study out merits future at
tention, includes analyzing the burden of alterna
tive fare structures on various socioeconomic groups 
and geographic locations, examining the benefits and 
costs of the different taxes collected to subsidize 
operations, and generating more reliable fixed and 
variable cost estimates for pricing purposes. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Taxation, Finance, and 
Pricing. 
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number of strata, it was decided to collect a large 
number of observations from one stratum to help 
smooth out respondents' estimates and approximations 
and to pick up as many examples of mass cycling as 
possible. 

The strategy yielded a reasonable response rate 
and a large data set of more than 600 observations 
that had minimal nonresponse problems . The initial 
questionnaires went out by the end of September 
1981; therefore , good weather for cycling was at 
least a recent memory in the northern eta tea . By 
mid-November 1981 there was a 27 percent response 
rate for the JHSs and a 35 percent rate for the HEs 
and TEs combined. Follow-up questionnaires at that 
time netted an overall response rate of 51 and 58 
percent, respectively. Given that TEs and HEs 
filled out the same questionnaire, the overall cov
erage of HE reached about 75 percent. The relations 
De tween the percentage cycling and key variables, 
such as type of access and percentage living near 
campus, remained similar for the original and 
follow-up groups, which indicates no serious biases 
from the nonrespondents in exploring the key deter
minants of mass cycling. However, budget con
straints precluded a telephone sample of nonrespon
dents. Their lack of cooperation suggests they 
contained a disproportionately large number of 
schools with little or no cycling. 

The students edited, coded, and checked the data, 
which resulted in a large, final, and usable data 
set with minimal opportunity for i nvestigator bias. 
The students also checked and double-checked the 
questionnaires for errors. The researchers and 
students resolved serious conflicts between TE and 
HE responses on the percentage of cycling and other 
key variables by follow-up telephone calls. Fi
nally, computer printouts were examined for outlay
ers and coding errors. This yielded a usable data 
set of 216 for HE, 308 for JHS, and 91 for TE, most 
of whom reported on several cycling areas in their 
community. 

FINDINGS 

Where Does Mas s Bicyc l e Commuti ng Take Place 
in the United S t ate s? 

Through more than a decade of observations in many 
parts of the United States, mass b icyc le commuting 
(10 percent of tr ips or more) has been o bs erved only 
around large institutions of higher education and 
public schools. Bicycles constituted less than 1 
percent of vehicles in traffic counts on journey-to
work bike routes in large cities such as Washington, 
o.c., and Chicago. 
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PuDlished censuses and studies corroborate these 
observations. A 1977 census report on travel to 
work ( 5 ) f ound o nly l l cities with a round 1 percent 
of the-wor kers reporting t he b icyc l e as their prin
cipal mode of t r anspor tatio n t o work. Only Madison 
( 4. 5 percent) and Sacramento ( 3. 2 percent) reported 
suDstantially higher levels. Moreover, a worker 
included persons 14 years and older who had a part
time job (5, p. 20) . Other studies of specific 
cities and routes g i ve similar results, which showed 
bicycle traffic as about 1 percent (6,7) of vehicles 
on heavily traveled bicycle routes f~r-central busi
ness district (CBD) commuters. 

The cross-community data also support these ob
servations. TEs report that most of the high
percentage cycling is to schools and only 9 observa
tions of mass cycling is to work or shopping desti
nations, even when the criterion was dropped to 5 
percent of vehicles o r more (Ta ble 1) . Only a max
imum of 16 wor k a nd shopping examples of mass cy
cling in the 277 c ollege communitie s of less than 
300 000 population can be inferred from these data 
(Table 1). The ove r whelming majority of mass cy
cling involved students . 

Responses from the schools themselves corroborate 
this finding. The table below gives 63 examples of 
mass cycling to HE and 116 to JHS, with a maximum 
inferred level of 84 and 228 in the 277 college com
munities (note that high numbers are inferred maxi
mums, and the percent cycling figures are in re
sponse to the following question: Approximately 
what percent of the total student body regularly 
uses a b i c ycle to commute to classes at this school 
during good weather?). 

No . o f ExamEles ReE2r ted 
HE JHS 

Percent C:t:cling Low High Low High 
0-4 103 137 132 259 
5-9 42 56 57 112 
10-19 31 41 60 118 
>20 32 43 56 110 
Total mass cycling 63 84 116 228 

(10 and over) 

Surprisingly, these examples of mass cycling were 
spread more or less evenly across the country, with 
most states having at least one example of each (HE 
and JHS); most have two examples, and only six or 
seven have more than two. 

Levels of cycling high enough to theoretically 
bestow net social benefits on society have not yet 
appeared for the work or shopping c ommuter in large 
cities and few e xamples exist in small cities. A 
nucleus of visible adult bicycle commuters exists in 

Table 1. TE reports on bicycle commuting to work, shopping, and schools in college communities. 

No. of Examples Reportedb 

HE Public Schools Work Place Shopping 

Percent Low-Side High-Side Low-Side High-Side Low-Side High-Side Low-Side High-Side 
Cycling" Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

1-4 28 48 JI J9 25 43 10 17 
5-9 J8 3J 6 10 5 9 3 5 
10-19 9 15 5 9 I 2 0 0 
;;.20 5 9 6 JO 0 0 0 0 

Notes: .I..oY."-Sldo e.stJn10.tes rcpre!~nl tiOlUQ( r~1>oruul numbar. Hli;h-ihlo ~lhn 11tes lndlonlC Inferred maximum number of observations, which were 
tnf_,m~d frt>m the rCJpondonls 10 lhc ovonll lart:ot populculon, nuum ing nonre.Jpondcnts had similar levels of cycling. They probably had 
lower levels~ o hi£h"fJdc C1Jtimntcs rc:pr~sent innaccd e.$lim:a1e-s. 

In rc:.s,poru:o lo lhe question, "tf no oro.u. or~ubiltanlhtl C'ommuttr cycllnK oxist In your CQmmu nlty. pleru.e Ju~l ''"The. In oum munltr name and 
ralum qu06tJonn.11he.'• tho to t:al hlnn~ QUt.lSllonn~JN'.ti 'wro 24 and 41 ror the lo\Y·Sldc i,tnd high·.t1lclo CLJtlmates, rul{J)cctlvcly. 

aRt1apomes 10 1he follo""ink t1u01Uon 1 
11 1Juring pc:tk cyc:Hng houri bikeJ rc:prcnnt nbou t wlrnt pC!rccnt or 1ot1tl Vt!.hlclcJ n. 01 nloupldci. 1hc: ro:ul or 

b roa.d1o pro\•UHng access. to 1hr:se com mu tor bicycle dHHn11lons?" 
Re:1poruics: to the folluwin.g quc:si l l«m. ••pJe.ua Hst lhe JUQ)Or commuter b eyc:la tJ d tl rtollons ·In you.r community iuch as .schools, work pl11Ct:.3. ur 

.sh opJ>ing uui." 
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some large U.S. cities, whereas Europe and Asia have 
numerous examples of mass commuter cycling to work 
and shopping. 

Determinants of Cycling: Separation from High-Speed, 
High-Volume Tratt ic· 

Numerous national, state, and local surveys show 
that the overwhelming majoti ty of actual and poten
tial commuter cyclists wan t separation from high
speed, high-volume traffic (HSHVT) and consider such 
separation a precondition for bicycle commuting 
.(2,8). Sophisticated logi.t analyses, which are used 
in marketing research to go beyond what consumers 
say they want to actual prediction of their be
havior, find that separate bikeways would substan
tially increase the propensity to cycle (2_). Also, 
several studies of existing bikeway systems provide 
direct observation of :;t:paration diY9G:ti::g and in
creasing commuter cycling (10-12) • ObseJ:vations i.n 
many st.ates and countries failed to provide examples 
of mass commu er cycling mixing with HSl:IVT. 

Thus, it was hypothesized that separation from 
HSHVT constitutes an important determinant of mass 
commuter cycli.ng. Note that separation does not 
necessarily mean grade or physical separation with a 
bikeway, raised beam, or even a striped-off lane. 
Low-speed, low-volume roads can provide the separa
tion, particularly in combination with barrier
breaking bicycle facilities along major arteries. 

The data generally support this hypothesis and 
help refine it. First, in Table 2, the data in 
column l reveal tha t the higher the traffic speeds 
and volumes, the fewer t he e xamples of mass cy
c ling . The table records 125 examples of mass bi
cycle commuting in the United States taking place on 
sepa.rate bike paths or lanes or low- speed, low
volume, nonarter ial residential streets (answer s a 
and bin Table 2). Only i!B examples o f mass cycling 
exist where access involves higher-speed, higher
volume residential through streets or wide ( includ
ing shoulder) moderate-speed, moderate-volume ar
ter i als (answers c and d). No l:IEs and only six JHSs 
reported mass cycling along narrow high-speed ar
t.er ies without shoulders or heavily t.caveled multi
lane arterials (answer e). On follow-up calls to 
JHSs, moreover, it was found that students were cy
cling out of residential areas and crossing busy 
arteries to reach school rather than cycling along 
HSHVT arteries. 

Furthermore, on average, schools with bikeways 
have a much higher percentage of students cycling 
than do schools that rely only on the road system 
for access. In Table 2, the data in column 2 reveal 
that, for all road categories except residential, 
bikeways along the road are assocla led with more 
than double the percentage of students cycling. Cy
cling averages 16 percent with bikeways and only 7 
perce nt without. without bikeways along high-speed, 
narrow, or congested multilane arteries, the per
centage of students cycling drops to an average of 3 
percent. With bikeways, the percentage stays up at 
mass cycling levels. 

Finally, the data further suggest that mass cy
cling will mix with motor vehicle traffic up to and 
including wide (including shoulder) moderate-speed, 
moderate-volume arterials (Table 2 , answer d) . Al
though most examples of mass cycling have access on 
s eparate faci lit ies, the other examples were spread 
out evenly over residen tial to wide, modecate-speed, 
moderate-volume arteries. The data do not separate 
the moderate arteries from through residential 
streets and do not provide a more detailed descrip
tion of road width and surface or traffic volumes. 
However, Table 3 provides a list of seven universi
ties that have high levels of mass cycling mixing 
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with moderate to heavy, but slow-moving, motor vehi
cle traffic. European cities such as Amsterdam or 
Ursula, Sweden, also provide examples. These com
munities constitu te laborator ies for making precise 
field measurements of road types and traffic volumes 
to RSSP.ss the outer limits of mass bicycling mixing 
with motor vehicle traffic. 

The observed relation between separation from 
HSHVT and level of cycling does not prove that sepa
ration causes cycling to increase. First, causation 
could run either way. The emergence of mass cycling 
on a road could help motivate officials to construct 
a separate bicycle facility. Second, the data in
clude a number of schools with separate f acilities 
that provide access, bu.t with less than 10 percent 
of the student body eye.ling (i.e ., less than mass 
cycling). Third, Table 3 provides some e xample s of 
high evels of cycli1\g miidng with moderate- to 
high-vo.lume traffic. Final.ly, Pearson's squared and 
Kendall's tau rank-order correlation between type of 
access and percentage cycling explain only about 20 
percent of t 'he variation in cycling. Thus, other 
variables must play an important role in stimulating 
mass cycling. 

Economic Determinants of Mass Cycling 

Most studies of passenger transportation modal 
choice find that relative costs, including the time 
costs o f the modes, play a major role (13). com
puter simu.lations of cycling versus driving find 
that, although bicycles cost far less than auto
mobiles to own and operate, the generally slower 
overall travel time of bicycles (cru ising speeds as 
we.11 as preparation time ) cannot compete with vehi
cle savings (14). In these studies, only college 
students who live within 2 t:.o 3 miles of a campus 
with limited convenient parking find cycling sub
stantially less expens ive than driving (14, p. 
597) • These findings remain consistent with the 
observat ion that few white-collar commuters cycle 
the relatively long distances from suburban areas to 
CBOS , but many examples eKist of mass bicycle com
muting of college students in small university 
cities. Thu.a, it is hypothesized that the costs 
(including time .costs) of cycling constitute a major 
determinant of mass cycling. 

The cross-community data, however, give only 
partial support to this hypothesis. Table 4 s hows 
that the mean percentage cycling to c lasses during 
good weather usually associates strongly with rele
vant proxy 11;irlables f ee low costs of cycling rela
tive to other modes. About twice as many students 
cycle to classes where cycling appears to provide a 
quicker, cheaper , or more convenient mode of trans
portation. 

These variables, however, eKplain only a minor 
part of the variation of cycling between schools. 
The percentage of the student body living on or 
within 2 to 3 miles of campus explains 19 percen.t of 
the variation in the BE cycling, and speed of cy
cling relative to driving explains 7. 7 percent 
(Table 4). The other variables e:.cplained only a 
small percentage of the variations and generally did 
not reach statistically significant levels. Taken 
together in stepwise linear regression models, these 
proxy economic variables eJ<.plain about 25 percent of 
the variat!.on i n cycling among HEs (R2 = 0. 266) 
but only 6 percent of the variation among JHSs 
(R 2 = 0.065). Again nexplain" or "correlate" do 
not necessarily mean cause. For example, people who 
do not own cars and who wish to cycle may choose to 
live close to campus. 

These results suggest that either our proxy vari
ables do not capture the rea.l relative costs of cy
cling or that other variables e xplain the major part 
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of the variation in the percentage of students cy
cling to class. 

community data, however, fail to support these hy
potheses. 

Other Possible Determi nants o f Mass Bicycl e Commuting 

The DOT study t.!I assumed that bicycle promot i on and 
educat i on, a long wi th safe bicycle parking and mi nor 
modif icat i ons i n the road (wider lanes and safer 
drai nage gra·t e s) , constitute the major determ.ina nts 
of b i cycle c ommu ting. Ot her observers a nd p r ac ti
tione rs have hypot hesized that variables such as 
culture and weather play a major role. The cross-

The data suggest that promotion and education do 
play a role in existing mass bicycle transportation 
systems , but not the major role. The data in Table 
5 reveal that miles of bike pat hs or lanes, number 
of bike racks, and dollars spent on bicycle promo
tion and education all correlate positively with the 
percentage of students cycling to classes. Promo
tion does explain more tha111 l3 percent of the varia
tion in the percentage of s t udents cycling at dif
ferent univers it ies. But other variables explain 

Table 2. Number of schools with mass bicycle commuting and average percentage of students cycling to class for all schools by type of bicycle access. 

Type of Access" 

Column l: No. of 
Schools with Mass 
Cycling 

Column 2: Avg Percentage of 
Students Cycling to All Schoolsb 

Answer Description HE JHS With Bikeways Without Bikeways 

a Bikcway system with paths or lanes 
b Low·speed , low-volume, nonnrterlat residential streets 
c Combination of b and d 
d Higher-speed, higher-volume r"sidcntial through streets 

or wide (including shohldar) moderate-speed, 
moderate-volume arterials 

e Narrow high-speed orterlals without shoulders or heavily 
traveled, mullilun c nrtnrinls (or any combinatio n that 
in~ludcs such arterials) 

Total 

40 54 
9 22 
5 3 
9 31 

0 6 

63 116 

14 
24 
18 

10 

16 

9.5 
8.5 
8.5 

7 

~Description of 11ccc.as type in questionnafre, wbfch u kcd which description best fits tho respondcnl 's situaUon. 
AnalysJs ofvcda.nco sh owed alI the differenu bClhVCldn percentage cycling with and wi tho ut blhwo11.ys are statistkelly significant bey ond the 0.01 Jevel. 

Tobia 3. Universities with mass cycling by 
moderate arterial access and no reported 
bike systems. 

HE 

University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire 
University of Kansas, Lawrence 
University of Sou them California, 
Los Angeles 

lnd!ana University, Bloomington 
Univcrsi~y of Kentucky, Lexington 

Bowling Green State University, 
Bowling Green, Ohio 

Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 

Percentage 
Cycling 

50 
45 
35 

30 
15-50 

2().25 

1 5 

Type of Access 

Moderate lo b.igh-spccd, high-volume tr ffic 
Very congested; low speed (less than 20 mph) 
Resldentin.1 (npartments) to moderate arteriul~ 

Modcr11t to· to high-volume arteries; lanes on campus 
Moder~ ! speed. nnrrow, llttlc room to cycle, but 

lligh level of protection on c.ampus 
Re~ldcnt i al to moderate arteries 

Modcretc 

Table 4. Percentage of students cycling and percentage variation in cycling explained by proxy variables for relative cost of cycling, including time costs. 

Proxy Variables for Relative Cost" (including time cost) 

"Approximately what percent of the student body Jives on campus, or within 
2-3 miles of this school?" 

< 50 percent 
;. SO percent 

"Does this school attempt to discourage automobile commuting?" 
No 
Yes 

"What does a yearly student parking permit cost?" 
0.$25 
$26-$100 

"Gen erally, for a student living wi thin 2-3· miles of school, docs bicycling to 
classes take less lime U1an driving, parking, and/ or walking?" 

No 
Yes 

"Does an adequate bus system provide access to classesr' 
No 
Yes 

Mean Percentage 
Cycling to 

HE JHS 

7 8 
20 15 

7.6 NA 
13.1 NA 

7.5 NA 
14.0 NA 

6.6 13 .8 
13.0 13.8 

8. lb 9.9 
9.4b 17 .0 

Percentage of Vnriat ion In Cycling 
that Prox.y Variable Expl~insb 

HE JHS 

19 4.8 

l c NA 

0.06c NA 

7.7 o.ob 

o.ob o.sb 

:~From t1U C:s:tJo n;s; used .ft\ .Ju '"'C)'· 
11oftrson 'to R w.u u~ed rut numnic.ull ~· se n.led d a t-s-, su:h a.; "orcont 1md llo llor co.sr, and Punon'.s Rand K~nd 11.ll'.s 1C111 fo rche discrete~ )'~~ no data , Ahha u gh Kt:;nd tt.11'$ 

ti;u ..1 rcprc-sent1 lhC' ,.oli:Uic:dl y c.orrO(" I proccd ute rm d tscre t • dcu tii, It d oes no c give th e pcrc:ont410- of' vnria ti o n expl•1ned and It clutcl)' ;tippro:dmoted Pta.rwfl 's R . 
J\Jso, 1he rctu lll were d 1ocked '1» usin f! two suu ls ti<11l p:i.ckago$ I Sta H.tHcal P:1 ck ~&e fo t 1he Sodi:t1 Sc iences (Sl•SS) and S li.ti5Ch::ii l Ann.I)' sis S)':Ua m (SAS) I and 
li u le dffrcrc:ino w iu: no H:d ; lh(l rti fo rc. au R YC r~~ wa1 prl.1~n 1<1 d . 

c lndtca.1u differ~ n cc-.s or pcn:crHoge. vnri~ l lrrn ex ~l:.incd Umt .,, .,, l\Ol l l !>l t l ~Hcnlly sign fit:un l oi t rhc O.Os h:ivr.I. ltoi1 '* r e- .si~nlfi conc wtll IJcyu n'-' the 0.01 Jevi:I bued o n 
111nnl)•.ses o r vo.rlancc. 



Table 5. Other determinants of mass cycling: percentl19e of 
total variation in cycling between ochools explained (R2) , 

Determinants of Mass Cycling" 

"Mllcs of paths and stripped-off Ian• on school's 
campus (or for JHS feeding Into schools)" 

"This school hu bicycle racks for approximately 
bikes" 

"This school nnd/or communi!y spends npproxi· 
tnately doUill'S-pcr year on lhc followi11& 
programsb (e.g., maps and education) to promote 
cycling; " 

Percentage of 
Variation (in cycling) 
Explained for 

HE 

28 

28 

13.S 

JHS 

6.7 

26.S 

2.2c 

:Que1tlon_1 from mall·bac,k $u rvcy. 
Aruwc"' uu. t obviouril;" induthul o.onitmc--:Jcn o r h!c:yc!~ ra.rohr,,,.. \.l.'Crt: ro.rnovod or re.· 

duted to S I O 000/YcH, which probably ol!o Include• Jome con11ruc1lon. Twcnty· lW'O 
RC:,,. repU1 h:rJ .$:2:SOO o r m:o:.r: cia:ent :it the tr~ nnl nr comm"nlt)' lovot on programs lha t 
eyplnlly in.eluded m11p11 tcgl.strmtlon, bkycle club.1., bike we.ck, 11.nd bJke todeOJ, 11'nee 
hid hlC)'C!lt prdtoll, nvo reporced education, 1md 1evr:ral tnlxod fn bike ra.c.ks. sJgn1, 
rou te.:., and p1nnnlog In• WDY 1ha1 could not be Jop11tGted out. 

cNot s tadsticullly 1ianlnea.n t at the o.o s h1.ve:l; re1& slgnincani 1c wen beyond die 0.01 
level. 

Table 6. Number of bicycle-related fatalities by location. 

No. of Fatalities for 

HE JHS 

With Mass With Mass 
Fatality Location• AU Cyclingb All Cyalingh 

On campus bike paths or lanes 2 2 5 0 
On bike paths or lanes that provide 3 2 4 I 
access to the school 

On campus streets 11 I 5 0 
On 5trcdts that provide access to the 44 15 28 10 
school 

On the general road system in the 137 36 68 12 
community 

8 Response 10 the follo"iog question, 11How many bicycle·related fatalities can you re· 
b cn.ll In the last S yt1r11 or so?" 

ln1;1ludcs 5t;paratc bike t)IJtem. 

more . Miles o f b i ke pat hs ana l a nes and number o f 
biKe cacks explain 28 percent o f t he var iation 
(Tabl e 5), and t he percentage of students who live 
near t he campus ex plai ns 20 percent (Table 4). The 
direction of c ausat ion, moreover , remains unclear 
because increased cyc ling may 1not1vate cffici:i.le to 
spend more on safety programs , bike paths , a nd bike 
racks . Also, most i ns t itutions with mass cycling do 
not ceport any money spent on pcomotion and edu
cation. 

Second , t he da t a pcovide no ev i de nce t hat culture 
c onstitutes a majo r determinan t on b icycl e commut
i ng. Mass cycling is spread e ve nly over most o f t he 
c ountry, wi th two or t hre e examples from mos t 
sta t e s . Those states tha t did report s ubstantially 
mo re examples o f HE a nd J HS mass cycling repr e sent 
d i verse geograph ical reg ions : Ca lifo rnia , 50; Il
linoi s, 151 Flo r i da , 1 1; Wisconsin, 101 and Ore gon, 
7. The s e fi ve s t a t e s may sha r e a simila r h i gh in
c ome , h igh education, and mode r n culture, but then 
why is mass cycling i n t he i ndustria l ized nor theast, 
such as New York Stat e , not found? Further , t he 
existence of mass cycling among t he un i ve r sity stu
dents i n a c ommunity does not neceasar ily create a 
s oc ial c limate f o e JHS students t o c ycle . Only 
about 20 pe rc e n t of t he JHSs ha ve mass cyc l i ng in 
t hose co mmunitie s where HEs have mass cyc ling , e ve n 
when controlling for safe access. 

Finally, the data provide no 
weather explains the difference in 

evidence that 
mass cycling . 
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The questionnaire asked about the percentage of stu
dents who cycled during good weather. Some of the 
highest levels of cycling exist in northern schools, 
such as the University of Wisconsin at Madison and 
at Eau Claire. Moreover, some of the states that 
reported the most examples of mass bicycle commuting 
are located in the northern parts of the country 
that have severe winters: Wisconsin and Illinois. 
At the other extreme, Florida represents a climate 
that is too hot foe commuter cycling. 

Mass Cycli ng and Safety 

The fear that mass cyclinq will lead to higher traf
fic fatality rates has focused attention on mass cy
cling and safety. Estimates from England put the 
per mile risk of a fatal accident on a bike at 10 
times greater than in a c a r [see Everett (1:2,l for 
citations to the safety literature]. The Dutch es
timated a 3. 5 times higher risk foe cyclists (15j. 
Many planners assume that separation, particularly 
with paths and lanes, will reduce this risk. How
ever, some cyclist s and planners who oppos e bikeways 
theorize that bike paths and lanes only protect 
against the overtaking accident but expose cyclists 
to awkward positions at intersections, where most 
accidente occ ur (16) • 

No support foe this latter position in the rep
licable, empic ical bicycle literature could be 
found. There was a survey of bike club members who 
reported more accidents on bikeways than in the road 
(17). This and o t he r s tudies i nd icate tha t bikeway 
a c c i dents can c ause s erious inj ury (l!l. Howeve r , 
Wheatley and Cross, in t heir rigo rous a nd we ll
funded nationwide study of bicycle fatalities (19), 
found that the largest group of fatal accidents 
(more than 37 percent of the total) entailed motor 
vehicles overtaking bicyclists. By definition, a 
separate bikeway should substantially reduce that 
type of fatal accident. Reports on studies in 
Europe ( 20) indicate that separate facilities re
duced most types of intersection fatalities and 
overall fatalities. 

The cross-community data also fail to support the 
notion that separate bicycle facilities increase the 
overall risk of fatal accidents. The data in Table 
6 reveal that key informants recalled only 14 bi
cycle fatalities on separate paths or lanes for all 
524 reporting schools. The informants reported that 
tne overwhelming majority of the 307 fatalities oc
curred on the ge ne ral road system. This, of c ourse, 
!fl<'Y have resulted from more cycling taking p lace in 
the roads than on paths. Therefore, the number of 
fatalities foe roads and facil i ties only in those 
schools with mass cycling and separate bike systems 
was calculated. It was assumed that most of the 
commuting to these schools takes place on the bike
ways. Here the overwhelming majority of fa tali ties 
still occurred on the roads (Table 6) • Moreover, 
the fatalities on the general road system apparently 
occurred on arteries or collector stceets. None was 
reported on noncollector residential streets. 

But the data, which are based on key informants' 
memor y or record checks, remain crude. A number of 
respondents f a iled to specify the type of street 
whe r e the ac c i den t occurred. For example, infor
mants reported 17 fatalities on campus streets, but 
some of these included high-speed, high-volume ar
teries through the campus. Thus, much work remains 
before understanding the determinants of safe mass 
bicycle commuting. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The data on bicycle commut i ng around schools across 
t he United States t end to support the researchers' 
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observations and hypotheses and the replicable, em
pirical literature. Pew or no examples of mass bi
cycle commuting to work or shopping anywhere in the 
United States were found. The overwhelming majority 
of schools with mass bicycle commuting (10 percent 
or more of the students cycling to class regularly 
during good weather) have bicycle access separated 
from· HSHVT. Note that separation does not neces
sarily mean a separate bicycle facility. Although 
most schools with mass cycl.ing did have separate 
facilities, many relied on low-speed, low-volume, 
residential-type roads and 20 or so may have relied 
on moderate-speed, moderate-volume arteries. The 
bicycle also tended to provide the quickest and 
least expensive mode for students at schools that 
had mass cycling. The overwhelming majority of re
ported fatalities apparently took place on the ar
terial road system rather tha.n on bikeways or resi
dential streets, even when attempting to control for 
miles cycled. 

No reasonable evidence was found to support the 
DOT study that hypothesized that promotion and edu
cation with minor road modifications would shift 15 
to 30 percent of short-distance urban automobile 
drivers to bicycles for journey-to-work and shopping 
trips. First, only a few examples were found of 
mass cycling mixing with the kind of high-speed or 
high-volume traffic many drivers must use to reach 
urban work and shopping centers. Second, although 
dollars spent on promotion did correlate with mass 
cycling in this study, only a few schools reported 
such expenditures, and causation could run either 
way. Thus, no evidence currently exists that promo
tion or education played a major role in stimulating 
existing mass cycling. 

This, of course, does not mean that aggressive, 
well-.funded promotion and education along with minor 
road modifications could not generate mass cycling 
in urban areas. Theoretically, they could play an 
important role by making potential cyclists aware of 
favorable conditions, although education and promo
tion that point out the probabilistic hazacas of 
cycling might eubsta.ntially discourage the mode. 
Currently available data suggest that bicycle com
muting, even with extensive education, traffic law 
enforcement, and separate bicycle facilities, re
mains much riskier than driving per mile. For ex
ample, the Dutch, who have instituted all of these 
bicycle program inputs, estimated the risk of a 
fa·tal accident on a bicycle at 3. 5 times greater 
than in a car per mile traveled (ll) . 

The preponderance of evidence suggests that bi
cycle planners who want to generate mass cycling 
generally will have to find ways of separating 
cyclists from HSHVT. In addition to the data, study 
after study ( 2) , including sophisticated logi t 
models 11l, find that the overwhelming majority of 
actual and potential cyclists want separation and 
that separation can inc.cease cycling substantially 
in certain situations. Observations of conditi.ons 
under which mass cycling to work and shopping takes 
place in European cities suggest the same. Again, 
separation may involve use of existing low-speed, 
low-volume roadsi widening of lanes and roads; oc 
building separate bicycle facilities--a combination 
of all of these approaches would likely be involved. 

This study does not present a tight predictive 
model for precise planning guidelines. First, the 
social costs and benefits of mass cycling are not 
addressed. Only the determinants of mass cycling 
are considered (for literature on the cost and bene
fits, see Everett (l)J. Second, although a correla
tion between the percentage cycling and inputs (such 
as separation, relative costs of mode, bike racks, 
and promotion) was found, correlation does not mean 
causation. Moreover, enough of the variation in 
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cycling can be explained to build a model that would 
predict the impact of a change in one policy vari
able on percentage cycling. In some places, separa
tion might have a strong impact; in another, changes 
in the relative cost of cycling might provide the 
greatest increase of cycling; and in yet another, 
promotion might be the most effective. Finally, the 
road, traffic, relative cost, and other conditions 
under which mass cycling takes place could not be 
precisely measured and defined. 

Nevertheless, the study does isolate a number of 
conununities for developing more precise measurements 
and guidelines on mass cycling. For example, 
on-site studies that measure the exact road types 
and traffic volumes in those communities where mass 
cycling mixes with moderate-speed, moderate-volume 
to congested low-speed arteries could indicate the 
limits of such mixing. This would provide much 
sounder guideJ.ines for when to use minor road mod
ifications or build separate bikeways than the cur
rent speculations. 

Also, detailed on-site studies in these communi
ties on sa·fety and other determinants of cycling 
(such as time costs, promotion, and education) prob
ably could yield valuable insights. The methodology 
description and questions in the tables provide a 
basis for repli.cating and extending the current 
study. (The actual questionnaires and data sets may 
be obtained from the authors at cost.) Although 
these detailed studies would require on-site data 
collection and cost more than the mail-back survey, 
they should cost less than recent government reports 
(such as the DOT reports <!,16)). 

Discussion 

Steven Faust* 

Everett and Spencer state that they are attempting 
to identify the determinants of mass bicycle conunut
ing in the United States. In their paper they 

l. Introduce and define mass bicycle conunuting, 
2. Define and evaluate substantially separated 

bicycle facilities, 
3. Determine the volume of cycling at a number 

of HEs and JHSs, 
4. Determine modal choice and accident rates 

based on their data, and 
5. Compare this work with the findings of the 

1980 DOT study l!l • 

DOT REPORT 

To beg in with the last point, the authors have mis
stated both the intent and findings of the DOT bi
cycle energy conservation report. The mandate of 
tl'lis report was to develop an implementable program 
to conserve energy by reducing the share of trips 
taken by automobile in favor of the bicycle. DOT' s 
findings support expenditures for both fixed
facility improvements as well as for education and 
promotion as part of a comprehensive regional trans
portation program. The DOT report is faulted for 
failing to add_ress issues that were in fact covered, 
or issues, such as major capital investments, that 
were beyond the original mandate. 

*Urban Mass Transportation Administration, Region 2, 
26 Federal Plaza, Room 14-130, New York, NY 10007 
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MASS BICYCLE COMMUTING 

The authors introduce a new concept to transporta
tion planning: mass bicycle commuting. This term 
is defined as 10 percent or more of trips, and again 
later as 5 percent of vehicles, with no turther ex
planation as to why these arbitrary figures are use
ful or meaningful. However, the authors also imply 
that this mass level of cycling is the trigger point 
for bestowing net social benefits on society. This, 
of course, presupposes that a valid cost/benefit 
analysis could be performed for the entire transpor
tation system, includill<j the bicycla mode. 

Further, disaggregate data on the volume of bi
cycle use for all purposes are both limited and un
reliable. Traffic counts omit bicycle traffic un
less well-trained personnel directly observe the 
roadways. This is confirmed by work in such dispa
rate environments as Boston, New Yock City, and 
Eugene, Oregon. One must note that heavily sup
ported public mass transit ridership in cities of 
300 000 population rarely reaches the 10 percent 
level, even for rush-hour work trips. 

The authors further confuse their definition by 
using the term 10 percent of all traffic, without 
controlling for long-distance through traffic. More 
than 20 percent of all motor traffic in lower Man
hattan's CBD is bridge traffic that connects Long 
Island with New Jersey. The DOT energy report 
focused on affecting only a portion of locally ori
ented traffic. No source for the authors' statement 
that the DOT report claims a 15 to 30 percent shift 
from driving to bicycling could be found. 

The authors have correctly identified a need for 
better bicycle volume and origin and destination 
data. Unfortunately, the introduction of a new 
term--mass bicycle commuting--does not add to that 
data or to the understanding of events. 

SEPARATED FACILITIES 

The major premise of the paper revolves abOut the 
value of substantially sepai-ated bicycle facilities 
as the key determinant for the increase in bicycle 
use, including grade separation, physical separation 
with a bikeway, raised beam, a striped-off lane, and 
even low-speed, low-volume roads. These all met the 
authors' criteria for substantial separation. This 
list is so all-encompassing as to be practically 
meaningless for effective cross-community evaluation. 

The use of a totally ambiguous definition of sep
arate facilities results in a flaw that invalidates 
the analysis of reported data. Without a consistent 
and clear definition of right-of-way conditions, 
there can be no comparison of the various data col
lected or of the reports in the literature. Without 
uniform criteria, one traffic engineer's designated 
wide curb or bicycle lane is another's high-speed, 
high-volume roadway that is unfit for nonmotorized 
traffic. Even if the authors' generalization "that 
high-speed, high-vehicle traffic constitutes a seri
ous barrier to mass cycling" were to be accepted, 
one cannot identify that condition or its absence 
from this study's criteria. The authors themselves 
confuse the use of separate bikeways along existing 
major arteries with special barrier-breaking facili
ties that provide totally new direct access where 
none existed before. 

The paper cites the four Williamette River 
bridges in Eugene, Oregon (12) for increasing com
muter cycling. Three of these bridges create en
tirely new gateways that cross a barrier that was 
otherwise at least 2 miles apart by any other 
route. Combined with the bridges is a riverfront 
path system, wh ich is also a barrier edge route. 
These are site-specific, capital-intensive projects 
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that have as much r:egional recreation benefits as 
transportation benefits. The Williamette River 
Gr:eenway is far more an example of Olmstead's orig
inal linear pat~-parkway concept coor:dinated with 
short segments of barrier-breaking right-of-way . 

Eugene iA also an example of where citizen inter
est in cyclJ.ng created a community organization that 
worked for more than 10 years to see these improve
ments put i nto place. Clearly, the cycling atti
tudes came before the cycling infrastcuctur:e. 

Current bicycle design pcactice has attempted to 
move beyond simplistic rigid definitions o·f three 
classes o·f bikeways. 'l'be 1981 AASRTO bicycle d,esign 
guideJ. ines present a mor:e fu nctionally odented ap
proach to providing beth dedicated a nd shared 
rights-of-way for bicycle travel . 

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

Bicycle accident analysis is seriously complicat:ed 
by the authors' ambiguous definition of a bicycle 
facility . With limited exceptions, designated urban 
area bicycle routes either share streets with motor 
vehicles or with on-grade cross str:eets at f requent 
intervals . Due to limitations i n police and motor 
vehicle department data-collection methods, vir
tually 1111 c.ccidents arc ceported as located on the 
motor vehicle roadway. Furthermore, police traffic 
data rarely include accident or fatality information 
for nonmotor:ized vehicle i ncidents. The result is 
t hat all formal accident reports will systematically 
underreport bicycle path involvement in bicycles-to
automobiles, as well as bike-to-bike, bike-to
pedestrian, bike-·to-animal, or solo bicycle i nci
dents. 

Furthermore, the authors rely on the highly sub
jective memory of their: respondents to document ac
e idents. Nowhere was there discussion of whether a 
given accident occurred to a nonstudent such as a 
child, or whether: the bike trip was i n any way re
lated to work or: school commuting . At no point does 
the paper present reliable data for the volume of 
cycling compared to accidents at given points neces
sary to develop an accurate accident rate. 

The authors cite European data and an Institute 
of Transportation and Traffic Engineering report , 
both a decade out of date, as solid and replicable 
bicycle literatui-e. Neither European cycling nor: 
motoring conditions are reliably transferable to 
U.S. urban areas. 

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

Data collection and analysis will get limited review 
here because, f irst, it is complex a nd de tailed , and 
seconn, because both the bikeway and accident cond i
tions are flawed; therefore, most of the conclusions 
are invalid. 

Setting up the questionnair:e to be answered by a 
single person opens t he resu.lts to substantial un
controllable variation. The questions themselves 
appear highly subjective because they focus on the 
respondents' opinions and memor:y of events. 

I n br:ief, the use of a two-page questionnaire to 
document deta.iled variables of conditions, as well 
as the student bodies' sociodemographic background, 
would appear to require some simplistic questions. 

PARKING AND NON-RIGHT-OF-WAY INFRASTRUCTURE 

The authors gener:alize fr:om the literature that 
traffic conditions are a serious barrier to mass cy
cling. Two studies in the New York area find that 
safe bicycle parking is the limiting factor by more 
t han half of the respondents, whereas traffic and 
roadway conditions are fac less serious . In two 
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different situations--a midtown Manhattan commuter 
bicyc1e study and a study at New Jersey commuter 
rail stations--commuters required safe and secure 
packing for any commuter cyclist. Note that secure 
parking was considered (i.e., lockers, not racks) 
unless full-time security was provided. 

The authors repeatedly ignored all nonroadway 
facilities required to support cycle commuting. 
This is the same as encouraging automobile commuter 
park-and-ride programs by building the feeder high
ways and leaving out the parking lots . Commuters 
must expect their vehicle to be intact at the end of 
the day. The issue of bicycle access to commuter 
bus and rail park-and-ride stops was never raised in 
this paper. There are already substantial examples 
in Connecticut; New Jersey; Washington, D.C.; and 
the San Franciaco Bay area of a shift to cycle 
access to transit when secure parking is provided. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The authors have repeatedly stated that separated 
bicycle facilities ace the key determinant to gener
ate a condition called mass cycling. Unfortunately, 
their research was not supported by real-world 
facts. The study has no reliable control for local 
bicycle volumes, a reporting bias toward roadways, a 
simpl.istic evaluation of campus transportation al
ternatives, and a preconceived hypothesis that a 
moderate-cost engineering, education, enforcement, 
and encouragement (4£') program would be counter
productive. 

Yet the authors conclude that they could only 
find a correlation, but not a causal direction, be
tween a number of relevant variables and percentage 
cycling. Moreover, their findings "cannot explain 
enough of the variation in cycling to build a model 
that would predict the impact of a change in one 
.policy variable on the percentage cycling." This 
does not appear to supJ?Ort their sustained attack on 
the DOT report and its author's. 

Although Bverett and Spencer have found the DOT 
proposals unsatisfactory, .what alternative program 
have they put forth? Do they propose a massive in
vestment in a network of separate bicycle facili
ties, or do they propose that all encou.ragement of 
cycling be deferred until such a comprehensive sys
tem is in place? Their study fails to show how such 
a program can be financed, ouilt, or maintain.ed 
under current economic realities when the U.S. urban 
infrastructure has fallen into a state of total dis
repair. 

As noted before, the DOT mandate (,!) was to de
velop an i 'mplementaole and cost-effective program. 
To this end, Everett and Spencer's paper does not 
refute the DOT proposals, provide a viable altecna
tive, or appreciably add to the body of bicycle 
planning knowledge. 

Authors' Closure 

Faust's comments excellently illustrate the vigorous 
and often emotional controversy that surrounds the 
role of separate bikeways in bicycle transportation 
systems. Commentators from the TRB Committee on 
Bicycling and Bicycle Facilities also made similar 
sweeping rejections of the study. Indeed, a sensi
tive nerve has been touched. 

Planners who attempt to formulate rational, 
utility-optimizing transportation systems need to 
understand tl\is controversy to avoid biases and dis
tortions in the bicycle literature. It is believed 
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that one basis of the controversy stems from 
special-interest group conflict. Historically, a 
relatively small group of cyclists often associated 
with bike clubs in the United States and England 
have vigorously opposed separate bikeways (2, p. 
39). These cyclists fear law or custom would-force 
them to use bikeways, , which they consider generally 
slower and inferior to roadways. Their more extreme 
positions argue that bikeways would discourage cy
cling and make it more dangerous. 

On the other hand, survey after survey shows that 
the overwhelming majority of actual and potential 
commuter cyclists want separation from HSHVT (a list 
and summary of surveys are available from the 
authors) • This appears to imply that simply build
ing bikeways would generate substantial safe bicycle 
travel. Although replicable, empirical studies sug
gest that a number of inputs, ranging from facili
ties to education, could play a role in generating 
increased cycling, the controversy continues to in
tensify. 

It was hoped that the cross-community analysis of 
where mass cycling occurs would help end the more 
extreme arguments in the controversy and focus re
search and analysis on narrower issues such as the 
limits of mass bicycle and motor vehicle mixing. 
The vigorous opposition of the discussant, however, 
forces us to reconsider our work. Does it simply 
represent an attempt to rationalize our previously 
held working hypotheses? Or does it represent a 
reas·onably sound attempt to observe systematically 
where mass cycling takes place and the correlates of 
that mass cycling? 

After double-checking the data again, it was 
still found ttiat mass cycling generally takes place 
where low-speed, low-volume residential streets or 
bikeways separate cyclists from high-speed, high
volume motor vehicle traffic. Continued data analy
sis and follow-up int.erviews have reduced the number 
of reported observations of mass cycling mixing with 
moderate traffic to HSHVT. Thus, the data strongly 
support our hypothesis, and our critics should rep
l icate these studies if they do not have confidence 
in the data. However, the following analysis of 
each major criticism shows that a proper interpreta
tion of the tables and text should remove most of 
their objections to the data. 

INTERPRETATION OF DOT REPORT 

Faust believes that the DOT report <!l "supports 
expenditures for fixed facilities." However, we 
strongly disagree and believe that the DOT and work
shop reports (,!, 16) basically represent an attempt 
to propagate the positions of the antibikeway move
ment. For example, the DOT report (1, p. 33) re
peats, with no support, the old argum;nt that bike
ways only help novice and recreational cyclists and 
do not protect cyclists at the intersections, where 
most accidents occur. The DOT report also recom
mends that the government publish a guide for state 
and local facilities that "would highlight the de
sirability of making minor modifications to the 
existing street system as a top priority with the 
construction of special bicycle facilities viewed 
only as a last resort" (,!, p. 99). Finally, the DOT 
report based its conclusions on serious misinterpre
tations of two contracted studies [see Everett (~, 

p. 38) for support to this statement). 

MASS CYCLING 

The discussant criticizes the use of the mass cy
cling concept. A proper interpretation of the 
tables should overcome or reduce this objection. 
Mass cycling is defined as 10 percent or more of 
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trips for schools, and the in-text table on bicycle 
commuting to HEs and JHSs refines that definition to 
10 percent or more of students cycling to class dur
ing good weather. For work and shopping trips, 5 
percent of vehicles along the road is used to adjust 
for the longer distance and th.: ugh-the- city com
muter (Table 1). 

We do not accept the implication that one cannot 
generate a nd use bicycle volume data. First, sev
eral studies in the United States (6, 7) and abroad 
!!Q) have reported such data; censuses t;?> have col
lected the data7 and we have personally made bi cycle 
counta. Second, although the exact threshold to 
mass cycling cannot be agreed on (i.e., cycling that 
bestows net social benefits), most researchers can 
agree that massive cycling in college communities 

l ke Davis and Madison have substantially different 
impacts than the trickle of cyclists along roads in 
Chicago or wasningtoo. Benefit-cost stud!e'l indi
cate that mass cycling generates large net social 
benefits, whereas a small group of cyclists may im
pose net sooial costs. Although the 10-percent-of
tc lps threshold remains somewhat arbitrary, changing 
the definitions to 5 or 15 percent of trips makes 
little difference in the statistical results and 
conclusions. 

ACCURACY OF REPORTS ON SEPARATE FACILITIES 

Faust's major criticism of the study involves the 
possible inability of respondents to distinguish 
consis·tently between the var i ous types of bicycle 
access listed in the questionnaire. Although some 
inconsistency in categorizing bicycle access un
doubtedly occurred, it could not invalidate the en
tire study. The range of possible accesses are 
quite wide--from separate paths and lanes to narrow 
high-speed arteries (see Table 2 for categories of 
access). The questionnaire explained formal bikeway 
systems as having separate paths or striped-off 
lanes. On field testing, the questionnaire respon
dents correctly categorized oicycle access. A large 
number of observations were made to help smooth out 
poseiole errors. Obviously deviant cases were 
double-checked with follow-up telephone calls, and 
the data results generally coincided with the rep
licable, empirical literature. 

Prom a planning standpoint, formal bikeway sys
tems (paths and lanes) and low-volume, nonarteria l 
residential streets clearly characterize most mass 
cycling systems, whereas high-speed , high- volume 
arteries carry virtuaily no mass cycLing . Th!! 
middle category--moderate-speed, moderate-volume 
arteries-however, does create a problem. Th is was 
pointed out, 7 l ocations for on-site study (see 
'fable 4) were 1Solated, and aL least 20 other11 can 
also be shown. Analyzing this suoset involves fea
sible, cost-effective, on-site research. Detailed 
questionnaires that ask for voluntary measurements 
undoubtedly would have suffered from l ow response 
rates. 

ACCIDENT DATA 

The discussant finds the accident data weak. We 
agree and pointed out the weaknesses. l:lowever, it 
was believed that the data would provide some valid 
insights to plann·ers who attempt to assess contro
versies over bicycle safety. First, the data coin
cide with the informal field interviews where we 
c ould probe for bikeway relatedness . Second, the 
respondents overwhelmingly report fatalities that 
occur in the roadway, so tbat even considerable 
failure to report bikeway relatedness could still 
lead to the same basic conclusions . Thlrd , no other 
cross-co11U11unity data on bikeway versus road fatali-
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ties exist. Finally, the data coincide with other 
replicable, empirical studies. 

The well-funded and rigorous Cross study (19), 
for example, found that the overtaking accident con
stituted the major category of bicycle -atalities 
(more than 37 percent) • Bikeways should substan
tially reduce this type of fatal accident. The 
European studies, which find bikeways reducing in
tersection fatalities, remains less verifiable. 
Thus, only t he available studies were stated i .n the 
paper, and the data failed to support the notion 
that bikeways increase the risk of fatal accidents. 
It is believed that the government reports should 
have looked more objeotively at all t:be data and 
drawn similarly circumscribed conclusions. 

BICYCLE PARKING 

The discussant states that we •repeatedly ignored 
all nonroadway facilities required to suppod:. .:;ycle 
commuting.• But Table 5 cleacly includes bicycle 
racks and promotional and educational programs and 
the text discusses these in the section on Other 
Possible Determinants to Mass Bicycle Commuting. 
Bike racks did correlate well with the percentage of 
students cycling to class, but causation obviously 
could run t>ot:h ways. It was accepted as a reason
able proposition that, in some areas, safe bicycle 
parking would constitute a major determinant of mass 
cycling. 

Bicycling interacting with mass transit and park
and-ride was not explicitly mentioned because of 
space and data limitations. However, it is believed 
that bicycles cheoretically could play an important 
role in such systems if perceived safe bicycle 
access and secure parking exist. In essence, such 
systems c ould provide the short distances in con
gested areas where bicycles provide faster and more 
flexible transportation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Basically, Faust takes us to task for emphasizing 
separate bicycle facilities as the key determinant 
of mass cycling and for rejecting DOT' s moderate
cost 4E program. 

Again, a proper interpretation of the study 
should reduce this criticism. Substantial evidence 
was found to indicate that separation from HSHVT 
with residential roads and bikeways correlates 
strongly with mass cycling. However, a number of 
co11U11unities were isola ted where mass cycling appears 
to mix with moderate-speed, moderate-vuluffle traffic 
and at times heavy-volume traffic. Relative cost, 
including time, was considered as important as sepa
ration, and considerable space was devoted to ana
lyze cost. Evidence does suggest that education and 
promotion may play a role, particularly in safety, 
but no e vidence that they play a major role could be 
found. 

Proposing a comprehensive bicycle program is out
s ide the scope of this paper. We bel ieve the avail
able evidence does not a.llow us to predict the im
pact on any set of variables with any degree of 
confidence. Given thi!I uncertainty, we believe 
prudent bicycle planning would involve a reasonable 
balance of all inputs, including separation and edu
cation. Nevertheless, planners can no doubt gen
eralize mass cycling from campuses to urban commut
ing without radically changing the relative costs of 
cycl ing and perceived safety by separating cyclists 
from HSHVT and probably f rom most moderate-speed, 
moderate-volume traffic. But there is the fear 
that, even with extensive education and traffic law 
enforcement, commuters who shift to bicycles will 
face substantially higher risks. To further test 
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these hypotheses, a more detailed analysis o f the 
limits to mass cycling a nd mot o r vehicle mixing in 
the communities that have been isolated is recom
mended . 
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Statistical Cost Analysis of the Regulated Household-Goods 
Trucking Industry 
WILKIE W. CHAFFIN ANDWAVNE K. TALLEY 

An investigation of whether the household-goods (HG) trucki ng industry, which 
Is regulated by the Interstate Commurce Commission, will become concentrated 
(i.e., fewer HG true!< carriers controltlng a larger percentage of the industry's 
marked during the current deregulatory ·environment Is presented. The likell· 
hood of concentration is lnvostigatod by alternatively invastioatlng tho existence 
of economies of scale in tho lndustty. It Is concluded thet tho HG trucking in· 
du,stry exhibits economies of scale and thereforo will likely become concen· 
trated during tho current deregulatory environment . 

In July 1980 President Carter slgned i n to law the 
Mo tor Carrier Act of 1980. This Act provided for 
deregulation of the Interstate Commerce Commission 
(ICC) regulated trucking industry. For example , the 
Act i ncreased opportunities f o r new carriers to 
enter the trucking industry , establisbed a zone of 
rate freedom, and expanded the number of commodities 
to b-e exempt from rec regulation. one type of ICC 

truck carrier that was excluded from the Act was the 
household-goods (HG) carrier. Gi ve n the unique 
nature of HG carriers, regulatory reform for these 
carriers was c onsidered by Congress apart from the 
Motor Carrier Act of 1980 . In fall 1980 the House
hold Goods Transportation Act of 1980 was passed by 
Congress. This Act reduc ed unnecessary goverrun_ent 
regulation of HG truck carriers and furnished addi 
tional pricing options for the carriers and their 
customers. 

An investigation of whether the deregulated BG 
trucking industry will become concentrated (i.e., 
fewer HG truck carriers controlling a larger per
centage of the industry's market) during the current 
deregulatory environment is presented. The likeli
hood of conc e ntration occurring in a deregulated 
industry nae traditionally been inves tigated by 
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alternativeiy investigating whether there exist 
economies of scale in the industry; this is the 
approach adopted in this paper. Economies of scale 
r efer to a less-than-p:copoc tional increase in cost 
when all inputs are increased equiproportionally. 
The likelihood Of conct!nlration occurring in the HG 
trucking industry is an important issue because the 
occurrence of concentration will be contrary to an 
objective of regulatory reform, i.e., to promote a 
competitive HG trucking industry. 

Although numerous studies have investigated the 
existence of economies of scale for general-freight 
trucking firms or a combination of general-freight 
and HG trucking firms, no study (to our knowledge) 
has investigated separately the existence of econo
mies of scale for HG carriers. The general conclu
sion of previous studies has been mixed. By using 
statistical cost analyses, Nelson (.!_) and Roberts 
(2), in separate studies, conclud~ that economies of 
scale do not exist in the U.S. trucking industry. By 
using a statistical production-function approach, 
Ladenson and Stoga .(3) conclude that economies of 
scale do exist. Th'is conclusion is also supported 
by Dicer (4), Johnson (5), and Rakowski (6). How
ever, Spady and Friedlaender (7) conclude that econ
omies of scale disappear when-shipment characteris
tics such as lengths of haul and types of loads ar~ 
taken into account. 

Although HG carriers share many characteristics 
with general-freight carriers, the peculiar nature 
of the demand facing HG carriers has made their 
operations distinct from those of general-freight 
carriers. The origins and destinations for HG ship
pers are geographically dispersed. With shipper 
demands being nonrepetitive in nature, HG carriers 
are also prevented from providing scheduled service 
over regular routes. By comparison, general-freight 
carriers transport freight between a limited number 
of origin and destination points on a regular basis. 

Because of the irregular, nonrepetitive nature of 
demand tor HG carriers, the probability of an empty 
backhaul is great. As a result, nationwide and 
large regional HG carriers have established solici
tation agents in local communities to serve geo
graphica.lly scattered shippers in order to minimize 
empty backhauls. Also, the carr Ler 's fleet of vans 
is used to provide irregular rou·te, nonscheduled 
moving service throughou t a territory without re
spect to a home base of operations. The routes 
taken by moving vans are determined by a central 
dispatcher who attempts to match shipments booked by 
local agents with the available capacity of vans. 
Alternatively, local carriers who have no represen
tation at potential destination points are thus 
1 imi ted to shorter-haul outbound shipments that can 
be handled profitably under backhaul conditions. 

Due to the distinctive nature of HG carriers, it 
is therefore reasonable to investigate separately 
the existence of economies of scale for HG carriers 
and that of general-freight carriers. An investiga
tion of the existence of economies of scale for HG 
carriers by means of a statistical cost analysis is 
conducted. In addition, cost elasticity estimates 
for various characteristics (such as weight and 
length of haul) of HG shipments are obtained. Fur
thermore, the results are, analyzed and compared with 
that of previous research. 

This investigation is conducted as follows. 
First, the specification of the cost function to be 
estimated is developed. Then the statistical cost 
results, along with a comparison of previous re
search, are presented and analyzed. Finally, con
clusions are presented. 
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SPECIFICATION OF COST FUNCTION 

In return for its operating certificate, an HG car
e ier is obligated to carry forthcoming ·traffic at 
establis hed ICC rates (8) . With HG carriers being 
under legal and economi;) pressure to abide by this 
obligation, the level ot outQUt prvuuced by an HG 
carrier, at least in princ iple , is taken out of the 
control of the firm and placed in the hands of its 
customers. Thus, profit-maximizing HG carriers seek 
a combination of inputs that minimize the cost of 
transporting an exogenously determined volume of 
freight. 

Assume that the cost (CJ to be i ncurred for in-
puts (X1, X2, Xn) by a given HG carrier 
may be expressed as 

(1) 

where Pi is the price of tt.u:: ith inp~t (i = l: 2: 
.•• , n) • Further assume that the above inputs can 
be combined efficiently to transport Q volume of 
freight, or 

(2) 

Thus, from the abov~ discussion, a profit-maximizing 
HG carrier will seek those amounts of inputs that 
will minimize cost in Equation 1 that are subject to 
an exogenously determined volume of freight Q. In 
solving such a problem, a cost function that repre
sents the minimum cost to be incurred in transport
ing Q volume of freight can be derived: i.e., 

(3) 

In attempting to estimate the parameters of Equa
tion 3, a problem arises, as it does in all empiri
cal studies in transportation: how to measure out
put. The measurement used most often for freight 
output is the ton-mile. This measurement, however, 
has been criticized, because it considers a shipment 
of 1 ton transported 1000 miles as being equivalent 
to a shipment of 1000 tons transported 1 mile. 
These shipments are not equivalent because "a firm 
with heavy loads and long hauls is able to produce a 
ton-mile more cheaply than its light-load, short
haul counterpart" (9, p. 58). 

warner (10, p. l5) states: "It is clear that if 
all shipments were alike, there would be no diffi
culty in the choice of an output variable. The 
variable, number of shipments, would itself be a 
natural measure of output. A firm whose shipments 
were twice those of another would clearly have twice 
the output of the other." nowever, shipments differ 
due to w ight, lengt.b of. trip, time in transit , 

·pickup time, delivery time, a.nd so on. if Q ln 
Equation 3 were defined as shipments, and if these 
shipments differ according to the above characteris
tics, then the cost equation (Equation 3) for an HG 
carrier may be rewritten as 

(4) 

where Sk is the kth characteristic of a given 
shipment (k = 1, 2, m). 

If shipments are used as a measure of output, 
then ideally all distinguishing characteristics of 
nonbomogenous shipments (or the Sk's) should be 
considered i n the estimation of a HG carrier's 
costs. Although such data are not ordinarily avail
able, some aggregate measures are available that 
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partly reflect the composition of shipments trans
ported by HG carriers. Following warner (10), we 
shall consider the following aggregate characteris
tics: average weight per shipment and average length 
of haul per ton. Assuming further that HG carriers 
pay the same pr ices for given inputs, the general 
stochastic version of Equation 4 that will be esti
mated by using HG carrier data thus becomes 

where 

Cj a cost incurred by the jth HG carrier in 
transporti ng Qj shipments, 

Qj a number of shipments transported by the 
jth HG carrier, 

Wj • average weight (total tons/total number 
of shipments) per shipment transported 
by the jth HG carrier, 

Hj average length of haul (total ton-miles/ 
total tons) per ton transported by the 
jth HG carrier, and 

£j ~ stochastic error term for the jth HG 
carrier. 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

(5) 

In order to investigate the existence of economies 
of scale for HG carriers, Equation 5 was estimated 
by assuming linear and logarithmic functions. Be
cause the statistical fit for the logarithmic cost 
function was superior to that of the linear func
tion, only the results of the logarithmic estimation 
will be reported here. Although it would be de
sirable to estimate a translog cost function so as 
to take advantage of all the relevant information it 
offers, the available data base does not permit this 
degree of cost disaggregation. The translog cost 
function would require a better data base, one that 
had expenditure information on eaob factor .input in 
tbe production process. Estimation of a translog 
cost function, for example, appears in Spady and 
Friedlaender (7). 

The data used in the estimations were based on a 
1975 cross-sectional sample of 32 HG carriers and 
were taken from the Trinc•s Bluebook (ll). The 
average number of shipments per carrier~(in the 
sample) was 24 000 shipments with an average weight 
of slightly more than 4 tons/shipment. 

The logarithmic formulation of Equation 5 that 
was estimated is 

(6) 

where Dj is a dummy variable and e is the base of 
natural logarithms. 

In an analysis of a linear cost function, a con
stant term (a) would be included, because the 
presence of economies of scale could be inferred by 
an estimate of a that is significantly greater 
than zero. However, in the logarithmic function 
analysis, the presence of economies of scale is 
inferred by the estimates of the 61 coefficients 
being significantly less than 1. Thus, the inclu
sion of a constant term is not warranted in terms of 
detecting economies of scale. The a value, if 
included, would reflect the influence of all omitted 
factors on cost during the period of study. It is 
believed that all costs are variable in the true 
model. If there are variable costs that have not 
been included in this model, then the effect of 
these costs would still be reflected by the dummy 
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variable coefficient (64). In addition, an 
estimated constant term [as concluded by warner 
(10) J would be biased upward. Because any informa
tion reflected by the constant term would be of 
secondary interest and would be suspect because of 
estimation bias, no constant term is included in 
Equation 6. 

The dummy variable is included in Equation 6 as a 
proxy for those characteristics of shipments not 
otherwise considered. It is assumed that the char
acteristics for class l HG carriers are distinguish
able from those of class 2 carriers. Hence, we 
assign a 1 to the dummy variable of a class 1 car
rier and a O for a class 2 carrier. 

The parameters 61• 62, and 63 in 
Equation 6 can be interpreted as cost elasticity 
coefficients; i.e., they represent the percentage 
change in cost with respect to a percentage change 
in the corresponding explane,tory variable. Param
eter Bl is of particular interest to this study, 
because if its value is less than l (but positive), 
it can be concluded that economies of scale exist 
among HG care iers. This conclusion follows because 
a given percentage change in shipments will result 
in a lesser percentage change in costs if 61 is 
positive as well as less tban 1. 

In Table 1, estimates of the parameters of Equa
tion 6 are presented. Estimates were found by using 
total cost as the dependent variable as well as 
various components of total cost. By using various 
cost components, Equation 6 was estimated to inves
tigate the impact of thE• explanatory variables on 
these costs. 

HG carriers• total costs are broken down into 
administrative salaries and wages, general operating 
costs, depreciation and amortization, insurance, 
communication, and purchased labor and transporta
tion costs. Purchased labor and transportation 
include the cost of leased vehicles and the cost of 
temporary help at the destination for unloading and 
at the warehouse for periods of abnormal demand. 

Heteroscedasticity is frequently present in 
cross-sectional studies of this type. By using each 
of the cost components, Equation 6 was tested for 
heteroscedasticity with respect to each of the ex
planatory variables. Based on the Goldfeld-Quandt 
test (12, pp. 104-106), the equation foe administra
tive costs and the equation for operating costs were 
both found to be heteroscedastic with respect to 
average length of haul. No other equation was found 
to be heteroscedastic with respect to any explana
tory variable. 

The administrative costs and operating costs 
equations were reestimated by using transformed data 
in order to correct for the heteroscedasticity; 
i.e., data were obtained by dividing each firm's 
observations by its average length of haul. Based on 
the Goldfeld-Quandt test, the corrected equations 
were found to be free of any significant hetero
scedasticity. The results of the regression analysis 
on these two corrected equations, as well as the 
equations for the other cost components, are given 
in Table l. In this table the t-statistics test for 
nonzero coefficients for 
and b1 1 b2 1 b3, and 
of the parameters 
641 respectively. 

the eKplanatocy 
b4 represent 
611 621 

variables, 
estimates 

and 

For the total-cost equation, the presence of 
economies of scale is suggested because the coeffi
cient of the shipment variable Q is less than l and 
almost identical to the 0.947 value obtained by 
warner (10, p. 21) by using general-freight carrier 
data. The estimated standard error for b1 was 
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Table 1. Regression results when estimating Equation 6. 

b1 (Q) b2 (W) b3 (H) b4 (D) 

Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated 
Regression Regression Regression Regression 

Cost Component R? Coefficient I-Statistic Coefficient !·Statistic Coefficient !-Statistic Coefficient !-Statistic 

Administrative 0.4795 0.6781 3.7 55• -1.073 2.411 a 0.9764 10.84" -0.329 0.544 
Purchased labor and 0.6183 0.8042 2.412" 0.5255 0.6395 0.7141 4.295" 0.597 I 0.5464 

transportation 
General operating 0.7020 0.8993 6.1448 -0.8327 2.302" 0.7947 10.887" -0.890 2 1.856 
Salaries and wages 0.3910 0.8490 5.659" -0.9444 2.5548 1.062 14.206" -1.535 3.122" 
Depreciation 0.5671 0.734 4.838" -0.216 0.5780 0.568 7.496" -0.922 2 1.855 
Insurance 0.8816 0.9364 8.245" -1.214 4.339° 0.7186 12.687° -0.005 95 0.0158 
Communication 0.8050 0.9267 6.174" -0.782 2.299" 0.5647 8.202" -0.225 9 0.4995 
Total cost 0.7168 0.9464 6.1898 -0.9104 2.416° 1.2456 16.3348 -0.920 8 1.838 

aSignificant at the O.OS /eveJ. 

Table 2. Regression results when average weight variabie is omitt~.i. 

b1 (Q) b3 (H) b4 (D) 

Estimated Estimated Estimated 
Regression Regression Regression 

Cost Component R2 Coefficient !-Statistic Coefficient I-Statistic Coefficient I-Statistic 

Admiui:stiati-vc 0.3715 0.691 2 3.547" 0.7849 17.1148 

Purchased labor and 0.6124 0.7977 2.418 8 0.8079 I 0.406° 
transportation 

General operating 0.6453 0.9095 5.799' 0.6461 17.5038 

Salaries and wages 0.2419 0.8606 5.25993 0.8940 23.2168 

Depreciation 0.5619 0.7367 4.194" 0.5286 14.9828 

Insurance 0.8020 0.9513 6.595" 0.5019 14.7828 

Communication 0.7682 0.9364 6.335a 0.4251 12.220• 
Total cost 0.6577 0.9575 5.800' 1.083 27 .874" 

3 Significant at the O.OS level. 

0.1529, which yields a t-statistic of - 0.3506 f o r 
testing the hypothesis Ho: 81 ~ l versus 
H1: 81 < l. This t-value corresponds to a 
level of significance of approximately 0. 365. Al
though not st.a tistlcally signif i.cant at the more 
commonly chosen values for level of significance, 
this t-value does indicate some statistical evidence 
of economies of scale. 

I n addition, note that the estimated value for 
B1 is greater for the total-cost equation than 
for any of the cost-compone nt equations. Th is may 
i ndicate some aggregation bias, which suggests that 
the true va.lue of B1 is actually somewhat less 

h;,n 0 . 947. Furthermore, the conclusion of econo
mies of scale for HG carriers is also suppocted by 
the fact that tbe cost elasticities (Le. , the esti
mates of B1l are less than 1 i n each of the 
r.ost-component equations. 

The estimated coefficients for average weight, 
with the exception of the purchased labor and trans
portation equat i on, were found to be negative. 
A.lthougb weight should not have a large effect on 
costs, an i ncrease in weight should not cause a 
dee.line i n costs. The problem may well be one of 
multico.ll!nearity. Average we ight was defined a.s 
total tons per number of shipments, which is ob
viously related to the shipments var iable. Because 
length of haul is the total ton-miles per total 
tons, weight and distance may also be collinear. 

In order to determine if mult icollinearity is the 
source of the problem, another regression set was 
estimated without t he average weight var iable i n 
order to examine the effect on the standard errors 
of the coefficien ts . The estimated standard error 
of the average length o f haul variable declined 
s ubstantially, thus i ndicati ng that a relation be
tween average leng th of haul and average shipment 
weight may have existed . The t-stat'stics f or 

-0.6942 1.125 
u.779 5 0.746G 

-1.1792 2.376" 
-1.862 3.59658 

-0.9972 2.101" 
-0.4277 0.9362 
-0.4974 1.063 
-1-2 37 2-367' 

length of haul also greatly increased, and the R 2 

values declined only slightly (see Table 2). 
With the weight vac iable being deleted, the b1 

value for the total-cost equation in Table 2 still 
indicates the presence of economies of scale for HG 
carriers (because it is less than l). Furthermore, 
the cost elasticities with respect to the shipment 
variable are less than 1 in each of the cost estima
tions. None of these individual cost elasticities 
is significantly less than l in a statistical 
sense. However, the fact that all seven cost-compo
nent coefficients and the total-cost coefficient are 
less than l does provide substantial evidence that 
economies of scale for HG carriers do exist. Thus, 
if shipments increase by a certain percentage, we 
would expect the cost to be incur red by HG carriers 
to increase by a smaller percentage. 

Because the coefficients on the dummy variables 
are negative for every cost estimation except for 
purchased labor and transpor tation costs, it is 
concluded that, for these cost estimations, class l 
HG carriers are expected to experience lower costs 
than class 2 carriers (other things remaining the 
same). With the dummy coefficient being positive 
for purchased l abor and transportation costs, it 
further appears that class l HG carriers are ex
pected to exper ience higher costs for this category 
than class 2 carriers. 

The major difference between our cost analysis, 
which used HG carriers, and that of warner's, which 
used general-freight trucking firms, is i n the esti
mated value of the coefficient on length of haul. 
warner (10, p. 21) obtains a value of 0 . 321 for thi s 
coefficient in his total-cost equation as opposed to 
our value of 1.083. Thus, warner (10) concluded 
that if length of haul increased for general-freight 
carriers, total cost would increase by a smaller 
percentage . 
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Based solely on the size of our estimate (1.083), 
we conclude that cost will increase at a faster rate 
than length of haul. In fact, the null hypothesis 
that the length-of-haul coefficient for total cost 
.,.1 can be rejected at the 0. 05 level by using the 
HG data, However, the length-of-haul coefficient is 
less than l for each of the cost-component equations 
and considerably less than 1 for most of these 
cost-component equations. This indicates that the 
length-of-haul parameter (~3) for total cost is 
overestimated because of aggregation bias. Thus, 
conclusions about economies of scale for length of 
haul must be based on cost-component coefficients. 

Based on these coefficients, it can be concluded 
that economies of scale do exist for length of 
haul. Still, with the length-of-haul coefficients 
for the cost-component equations being substantially 
greater than Warner's (10) coefficient of 0.321, a 
proper conclusion wouldt,e that a percentage in
crease in length of haul for HG carriers would be 
expected to resul.t in a greater percentage increase 
in costs for the_se carriers than for general-freight 
carriers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this paper has been to investigate 
the existence of economies of scale for HG carriers 
by means of a statistical cost analysis. The gen
eral. conclusion is that economies of scale do exist 
for HG carriers. Al.so, the extent of economies is 
almost identical to that found by warner (10) for 
general.-freight ca.criers. Hence the ir·regular, 
nonrepetitive nature of demand for HG carriers does 
not appear to be a hindrance to economies of scale 
for these carriers. Our analysis also suggests that 
RG carriers receive substanti-al.ly less economies 
from length of haul than that found by Warner (10) 
for general-freight carriers. ~ 

From our analysis of vari.ous cost categories, it 
is further concluded that class l HG carriers are 
expected to experience lower costs for these cate
gories than class 2· carriers (other things remaining 
the same) • One except lon was purchased labor and 
transportation costs. This conclusion is reasonable 
because larger carrie.rs are more likely to purchase 
labor and transportation services than smaller car
riers. 

Because our analysis supports the existence of 
economies of scale in the HG trucking industry, we 
can further infer that concentration (i.e., fewer HG 
truck carriers controlling a larger percentage of 
the industry's market) will likely occur during the 
current deregulatory environment. Existing BG car
riers will be seeking to increase their market share 
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and size in order to take advantage of the lower 
unit costs attributed to the existence of economies 
of scale. 
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Quantitative Methods for Evaluation and Selection of 

TSM Project Alternatives 
DAVID REINKE AND DAVID CURRY 

ThD evaluation of tran1portation system management (TSMI projects should 
Ideally Include a ranking of their relative desirablllty. Project ranking requlreJ 
o eonabtont method ott11mmari1lng the eyaluation of each project. Three 
methods of presenting the resulll of· a TSM project evaluation are compared. 
Thell! method1 are quantitative techniques that were specified for ovaluatlon 
and selection of TSM project alternatives in a 1982 study for lho California De· 
pertment of Transportation. The following findings are discussed. Finl, •Im· 
plo displays of project oub:omet are usefu: adjunct: tc i:cit·b!nefit Information 
bl •I Mn by themselves irnufflciont for aiding project ducislon making. Scccnd. 
oort·boneflt data clearly facllltate economic assessment ot proiect altornativus. 
Third, ccrt·effectlvenou Information ls highly prono to arbitrary assumptions 
wid misinterpretations, 111pacially when more than one offectivenen criterion 
Is uicd, unltl!s (a) the criteria can be eJCpreued In a formula that relates non· 
cc.stable outcomos to projoct cost and (b) no cost-benefit relations can valldly 
be defined. These rn•ults are opplic:able to other states and can be used to 
evaluate construction and TSM projects. 

'.l'hree ways to present the results of an evalulltion 
of transportation system management (TSM) project 
alternatives are compared. At the simplest level, 
referred to here as an outcome display, TSM project 
results can be organhed and li.sted. Two other 
ways--cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analy
sis--can be used to aggregate and summarize i nforma
tion from the evaluation so that it is easier to 
interpret. Examples from actual TSM evaluations 
illustrate the tbree approaches and provide guide
lines for each approach. A combinat i on of outcome 
display and cost-benefit information is reconunended 
in most cases. 

The research for this paper was developed for a 
particular study (.!_),but its results can be applied 
to states other than California and to construction 
projects and TSM projects. 

OUTCOME DISPLAY 

A simple display o.f project outcomes by evaluation 
criteria can be a convenient way to summarize and 
compare projects. Table l (1, p. E-8) is an 
abridged version of a display of project outcomes 
from a prototype TSM study o f a section of an u.rban 
arterial ( i!) , 

Although the table rates project outcomes only as 
positive·, negative, or no effect, numerical results 
or rating scales could be displayed in place of the 
+, -, and o signs. A simple raling scale io often 
useful because the results can then be added--assum
ing that care is taken to avoid double counting and 
nonlinear rating scales. An example of a numerical 
performance scale is 0 unacceptable (a fatal 
flaw), 1 a poor, 2 =good, and 3 =excellent. 

we recommend a scale of no more than five points 
i n order to keep the rating simple. Considerable 
creativity is possible in the choice of adjectives 
or numbers represented by a numerical scale, and the 
adjective or number can differ by outcome. For 
example, air quality effects could be rated by the 
scale given above, while no ise level ratings could 
be expressed in dbl\, and equity of fi nanc.ing by a 
scale foe wbich 0 = very discriminatory, 1 = dis
oc iminatory , 2 " somewhat nondiscriminatory, and 3 "' 
nond iscriminatory . 

The advantage of outcome displays is that they 
allow easy comparison between projects according to 
any set of evaluation criteri.a. The format shown 
also provides ready reference back to the original 

problem statement because out·comes related to spe
cific project objectives are themselves specified as 
criteria. The disadvantage of such a table is that 
there is no single figure of economic inecit; there
fore, choices among alternatives may have to be made 
on highly subjective grounds. For example, the 
alternative in Table 1 that is marked not i::ecom
mended bas more o and - 1'.a~ings tb<in th" reco!!L"!!ended 
~lternatives. .B•.•t it does not require much imagina
tion to visualize a group of project alternatives 
among which tbe choice is not obvious. 

TWO issues that tbe outcome display helps to 
illuminate are the choice of evaluation criteria and 
consideration of the effects of trade-offs between 
different objectives. Tbe evaluation criteria 
should be based on the transportation system objec
tives, &f1tl l:ht:i• number should be k pt small Cl) , 
They should address au important objectives of the 
project in question but be omttted for minor objec
tives or for outcomes that are not significant. 

Trade-offs among project features could be ana
lyzed by varying the scale, location, timing, or 
focus of a project and noting the incremental ef
fects on cost and other outcomes in other columns of 
the same table or i n a separate table. Considera
t lon of trade-offs ls one way to generate additional 
project alt.ernatives, which is not often done in 
evaluations of TSM projects. Generally, the alter
natives can most readily be considered in the order 
of i ncreasing cost, with each increment of cost 
(compared with o ther acceptable alternatives) con
sidered separately. 

The outcome display should be used as a first 
step in any evaluation because it is easy to gen
e.rate, it may serve the purposes of the decision in 
question, and it provides an intuitively useful 
summary. Whether to proceed with the greater quan
tification requirement.a of cost-benefit or cost-ef
fectiveness analyses will depend on the value of the 
information they add. The original outcome display 

Table 1. EJCample of outcome display. 

Candidate TSM Project 

Signal Eliminate Expand Park· 
Evaluation Criteria Interconnect IO Curb Cuts and-Ride Lots 

Corridor mobility 
Transit use + 0 + 
Commercial vehicle trips + 0 

Peak-period trips + + + 
Travel-time delay + + + 

Safety: accident rate + + 
Social and environmental 

Air quality + 0 + 
Energy use + 0 

Transit rider comfort 0 0 + 
and convenience 

Existing land use; local + 
access to local com-
mercial and industrial 
center 

Cost($) 150 000 66 000 100 000 
Result Recommend Not recom- Recommend 

mend 

Note: + = positive effect, - =negative effect, and o =no effect. 
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should also be used to complement a cost-benefit or 
cost-effectiveness summary. 

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

cost-benefit analysis is a method of aggregating 
outcomes that can be assigned a 110netacy value into 
a single measure. A frequently used criterion that 
summarizes the results of an economic evaluation is 
the benefit/cost ratio, which is computed as follows: 

1. Add up all project or program costs, 
2. Assign dollar values to outcomes when possible 

(e.g., value of time saved, value per accident re
duced) and compute a total dollar figure to repre
sent the value of the benefits, and 

3. Find the ratio of benefits to costs. 

Benefit/cost ratios of 1.0 or greater are judged 
to be favorable. Equivalent criteria ace the cost 
pee dollar Of benefits, foe which amounts under $1 
are judged to be favorable, or the internal rate of 
return, for which rates above the minimum attractive 
rate of return are favorable. With any of these 
criteria, important results that cannot readily be 
valued in dollars can still be considered in the 
form of the outcome display just described. 

The authoritative guide to highway cost-benefit 
analysis is the 1977 AASHTO report (3). Cost-bene
fit analysis has also been applied to TSM projects 
according to the guidelines in that report. TWo 
examples ace shown in Tables 2 (4, p. 2-15) and 3 
(4, p. 2-19), which deal, respectively, with parking 
management and flextime promotion programs of Seat
tle Commuter Pool, a regional ridesharing agency 
(_!) • The tables are self-explanatory, moving in 
sequence from outcomes to bene£ its to costs to the 
calculation of benefit/cost ratios. 

The source report also evaluates Conunuter Pool's 
vanpool and ride-matching programs in the same man-

Table 2. Parking management evaluation. 

Evaluation Criteria Description 

Outcomes a. New downtown parking carpool registrations 
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nee, obtaining benefit/cost ratios of 11 to 21 foe 
vanpools and 53 for the cide-match services. With 
ratios of 11 to 14 for parking management (in Table 
2), these indicate impressive economic justifica
tions for rideshacing programs. The ratio of 101 
for flextime in Table 3 is unusually high due to 
inclusion of productivity benefits (line d). .For 
the Seattle evaluation, the econom.ic merit of these 
programs was the principal evaluation criterion of 
interest, so no additional i nformation was presented 
except for the efficiency measure in line h of Table 
2 and the footnote regarding outside use of the 
flextime manual in Table 3. 

users of cost-benefit analyses should, however, 
be aware of several points. Whenever a cost-benefit 
analysis is used to evaluate projects whose outcomes 
are considered over more than S years, future costs 
and benefits should be discounted in order to com
pute their equivalent present or annual value. This 
is especially important when the projects being 
compared have different patterns of costs and bene
fits over time. The interest rate for discount.ing 
should generally be 4 percent (the approximate 
long-range cost of capital, assuming the use Of 
constant dollars (no inflation)]. If future costs 
a nd benefits are inflated, the discount rate and the 
inflation rate should be combined. For example, if 
an inflation rate of 10 percent is used, the com
bined rate will be ( 4 percent x 10 percent) + 10 
percent, or 10.4 percent. 

If a project entails any significant risks or 
uncertainty, there are three simple ways to allow 
for it: 

1. Add l to 2 percent to t.be discount rate, 
2. Increase the min.imum acceptable benefit/cost 

ratio to between 1.1 and 1.2, or 
3. Estimate the range of possible outcomes rather 

than the most likely single numbers. 

Value 

b. New park-and-pool carpools: I 500 spaces maintoined x 3S percent occupancy ute 
292 
525 
300 
4830 
5355 

Benefits 

Cost 
Efficiency measure 
1980 benefit/cost 
ratio 

Typical benefit/cost 
ratio 

c. New high-occupancy vehicle (FlOV) priority parking spaces facilitated at employment sites (estimate) 
d. User benefiu per new carpool (S) 
e. Land use benefits per new carpool = 0.94 space saved per pool x Sl .80/day x 250 workfog days/year 

x 12.66 (present worth factor [or 18 years at 4 percent) (S) 
f, Total bene·ms =(a+ b + c) x 20 percent innuenccd to pool x (d + c) (S) 
g. 1980 cost of parking management elemont (S) 
h. Prognim cost per new HOV space= g/(o + b + c) ($) 
i. Boneflt/cost nitio = f/g 

j. Benefit/cost ratio with b reduced to 167 (b 7 2. 7 years) to reflect replacement carpools only 

2 275 300 
161 000 
155 
14 

II 

Table 3. Flextime promotion. 

Evaluation Criteria 

Outcomes 

Benefits 

Costs 
Benefit/cost ratio 

Description 

a. Commuter Pool survey results: 3374 employees in Sen Ille arCjl firms assisted to convert to flextime in 1980 
x 0.S to discount for other influences on cooperating employers 

b. Estimated persons induced to rideshnre by flextime introduction = a x 0.096 
c. Average dally time saved per nextimcr = 2 .3 min/trip {one·half of Boston experience) x 2 tripsfdny x SO.OS/ 

min vuluc of time (S) 
d. Daily value of increased pro!.luctMty -per worker (S) 
e. One.time employer implementation cost per worker (S) 
f. Tota l benefits = a(c + d) x 250 working days{ycar x 15.62 I present worth factor for 25 years at 4 percent 

(total, S4 809 000)1 +bx ~ 100 bonefit.s per carpooler (lotnl, S34 000)- ax f(total, $168 700) ($) 
g. 1980 cost of flextime promotion (S) 
h. Bencfil{cost rill.lo= f/g 

Value 

16878 

162 
0.23 

0.50 
100 
4 674 300 

46 500 
IOI 

8 In additio n, the Commuter Pool flextime manual was sold to other companies outside or the Seattle area th et have adopted flextime, including Crocker Bank in San 
Francisco with 17 000 employees. 
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More sophist i.catea ways of dealing with cisk entail 
assigning probabilities to different outcomes, but 
this Is unlikely to be necessary in TSM studies. 

•rne value of time will be an important issue !n 
the economic evaluation of many TSM projects. 
First, the.re is no detin.ite stamlara for the valua 
of time to be used . Various studies of traveler 
behavior show that travelers tend to value in-ve
hicle time .(e.g., driving time and on-board transit 
ti.me) between 20 and 130 percent of their wage rate, 
and out-of-vehicle time (e.g., waiting time for 
t.ransit) by a factor betw~en 2 and 3 times higher 
than ln-vehicle time. A reaAonable standard would 
be to use half the average wage rate for in-vehicle 
time and the fuil wage rate for out- of-vehicle 
time. A related problem is that the relat i ve value 
of timl'I for travel under different conditions has 
not been clearly identified. For example, there is 
probably a higher value pla.:;:fed on d:i•:ing t-h;:an Qn 
riding in a carpool or vanpool, and a higher value 
on standing in a transit vehicle than riding in a 
comfortable seat where reading is possible; but no 
one knows by llow much, 

Another issue in valuing time savings is that 
resea.rch has clearly shown that the perceived value 
of t rave -time savings varies with the purpose of 
the trip and with the amount of time saved per trip 
(_~). savings under 5 min/trip have low values and 
only savings of 15 min oc more are fully valued at 
tl"le rates c ited above. Many transportation pro
viders ignore this finding or argue that the data 
for applyin<J it are not always available. we recom
mend either a precise or an approximate method of 
valuing time savings, depending on the rigor re
qu.ired in the study. The precise method is to ig
nore time differences per trip of 5 min or less, use 
straight-line interpolation for savings between 5 
and 15 min, and use the full values for savings of 
15 min or more pee trip. The approximate method is 
to ignore savings under 10 min/trip and use the full 
val ue for savings of 10 min or more, which will 
avoid the need to value time in all but the most 
dramatic types of improvements. Whatever the stan
dard used, it should be applied uniformly across the 
region1 this is another coordinati on task for the 
regional transportation planning agency. 

Benefit/cost ratios can be misleading if there is 
no standard way to categorize costs and penefits. 
For e xample, one of the outcomes of a ridesharing 
program will be that some transit users will become 
carpoolers. Depending on the amount of transit 
fares lost as a result, the benefit/cost La~io could 
be different if this value is treated as a benefit 
to users rather than as a cost to the transit 
aqenoy. The treatment should depend on whose point 
of view is being considered. .Lt it is the trav
eler's point of view, which is usual, the savings in 
fares are . clearly a benefit and offset any similai:
costs for the ridesharing journey. A definite stan
dard foe classUying such outcomes should be used 
for all analyses in the region. 

Like a.11 aggregate measures, the computation of a 
benefit/cost ratio results in some loss of informa
tion. There may be other problems with using this 
measure, particula.rly bow to value various out
comes. cost-benefit analysis is, howevec, a usefui 
technique for quickly summarizing large amounts of 
information, especially when there are many differ
ent types of outcomes to consider in the evalua
tion. Moreover, use of this method does not pre
clude the consideration of other outcomee that can
not be valued in dollars or are not quantifiable; in 
fact, it can bell? bring these to the forefront be
cause a large number of other outcomes will have 
been aggregated . Therefore, this method should be 
used only under the following conditions: 
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l. several outcomes must be considered, and 
cost-benefit analysis can usefully summarize some of 
them; or there is interest in the economic merit of 
the pcoject or in the relative economic mer its of 
alternative projects; and 

2. Standard procedures are followed to resolve 
issues about va).uation of outcomes, interest rates, 
and classification of outcomes. 

Cost-benefit analysis does not relieve the plan
n i ng agency of its responsibilities to note all 
significant project outcomes--quantifiable or not-
and to identify and analyze significant trade-offs . 
The use ot a slmple outcome display, as ni11r.ussed in 
t he previous section, can therefore be a usefu.l 
supplement. 

COST- EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 

Cost-effectiveness analysis entails the calculsticn 
of one or more indices for a project, each of which 
is the ratio of project costs to some outcome mea
sure . If there is a single predomin<1nt goal for the 
project, such as reducing deiay or increasing capac 
ity, total project costs can be assigned to a s i ngle 
associated cost-effectiveness index such as cost per 
paesenger-m n11 P. saved or cost pee added vehicle per 
hour of capacity. 

Th.e table below (5, p. II-22) gives an example of 
a single cost-effectiveness lndex--cost per vehicle 
mile of travel (VMT) reduced--for the Golden Gate 
Bridge, Highway, and Transportation District 
(GGBHTO) vanpool project (5); the table also gives 
an aiternative index--program cost per dollar of 
user benefit-which i s simply an i nverse benefit/ 
cost ratio: 

Evaluation Criteria 
Eligible users 
Program characteristic (annual) 

one-way trips served 
Program cost ($) 
VMT reduced 
user benefits ($) 

Performance measure ($) 
Program cost per VMT reduced 
Program cost per dollar of user benefit 

Value 
45 000 

312 500 
264 300 
6 800 000 
l 079 800 

0.039 
0.24 

[Note that costs are expressed in 1980 dollars, and 
all costs and benefits (lncluding VMT reductions) 
ace present values obtained by using a 10 percent 
d '"':ount rate over a 5-year program per'iod. I 

It is immediateJ.y apparent from the latter index 
(program cost per dollar of use.r benefit) that this 
is an attractive project economically because only 
$0.24 in program costs produced $1 in user benefits . 
By comparison, the $0.039 cost pee VMT reduced is 
less clear and requires more information before it 
can be understood, in particular: 

l. What is a reduction of one VMT worth? 
2. Is $0.039 an attractive cost per VMT in com

parison with its vaiue? 
3. Is VMT reduction the only goal of the GGBHTD 

vanpool program? If there are other goals, such a11 
reducing a lr pollution or energy consumption, should 
not part of the program cost be allocated to the 
other goals? 

A usual practice ls to allocate p.rogram costs 
among different goals in calculating multiple cost
effectlveness measures in order to avoid double 
counting. But such allocations are arbitrary be
cause there is no i ntuitive or commonly accepted way 
·to arrive at the correct allocation . Moreover, the 
resulting cost-effectiveness measures are usually 
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difficult to interpret and may produce conflicting 
results unless a fortunate choice of cost alloca
tions has been made. 

Table 4 ( 6, p. 120) gives an example of such a 
cost allocation for an evaluation of four alterna
tives for mixed-mode operations on the San Bernar
dino Freeway eusway. Option A is the addition of 
two unrestricted freeway lanes only, and option B is 
the busway as actually constructed. Option C is a 
lower-cost busway with less-cost-effective features 
omitted, and option D is the same as option C with 
reversible, contiguous lanes (which are similar to 
the Shirley Highway eusway approaching Washington, 
o.C.). The allocation is made by assigning a rela
tive importance to each cost, and then allocating 
the costs of each option among the results according 
to these weights. 

The cost-effectiveness indices for the first two 
goals in Table 4, measured respectively by person
trips per assigned dollar and assigned dollars per 
person-hour saved , are shown in Figures l <!• p. 
121) and 2 (6, p. 123). Figure l shows that option 
D is superior to the othur options in person-trips 
per assigned dollar (note that lined blocks are 
based on the peak hour and the total is based on the 
peak 4 hr) • Figure 2 shows that options C and D 
have a lower assigned cost per person-hour saved~on 

Table 4. Relative cost of options assigned to each goal for San Bernardino 
Freeway busway. 

Equivalent Annual Cost by 
Relative Option ($000s) 
Importance 

Goal 

Added capacity 
Improved level of service 
Reduced cost of travel 
Improved safety 
Reduced environmental 

impacts 
Air pollutants 
Energy savings 

Fu tu re contingencies 
Total 

(%) 

20 
20 
20 
15 

10 
10 
5 

Figure 1. Capacity cost-effectiveness. 
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the order of $4. 20 compared with $5 for stage 2 of 
option B. 

But the analysis begs the question: What is a 
reasonable cost per person-hour saved? If a reason
able cost is $4, then all options are too expensive; 
or if a reasonable cost if $6, then all options are 
acceptable by this critedon. If only 10 percent 
rather than 20 percent of total costs were assigned 
to improved level of service, the assigned costs per 
person-houi: saved would be only half of the numbers 
shown ln Figure 2. 

This example shows the hazards of cost-effective
ness analysis where there are two or more goals. In 
contrast, the cost-benefit analysis adds up the 
dollar value of travel-time savings, reduced travel 
costs, improved safety, energy saving, and, if pos
sible, air pollutant emissions. This would combine 
the value of the outcomes for five of the seven 
goals given in Table 4. If benefits exceed costs 
based on these outcomes, added capacity and provi
sion for futui:e contingencies can simply be regarded 
as nonpriced fringe benefits . If total benefits 
still do not exceed total costs, then only one ques
tion remains to be answered: Is the val.ue of any 
added capacity or added provisions for f uture con
tingenc ies offered by an option large enough that 
benef its would exceed costs? This may not be a 
simple question, but dealing with it is easier than 
dealing with seven independent goals and correspond
ing criteria in a cost-effectiveness framework. 

There is one valid way of including multiple 
measures of effectiveness in a cost-effectiveness 
framework that avoids the procedure of allocating 
project costs among different goals. This is the 
practice of expressing the criterion in a formula 
that contains two or more terms, where each term 
identifies an outcome not readily valued in dollars. 
For example, the following cost-effectiveness index 
is used by the Cal i.fornia Department of Transporta
tion (Caltrans) for ranking roadside noise barriers: 

Noise attenuation index = [Rx (E - 70 dbA)2 x N] /C 

where 

R = noise reduction achievable by sound barrier 
(dbA), 
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Figure 2. Travel-time cost-effac:tlveneu. 
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E • existing noise level (dbA) at the first row of 
houses from the highway, 

N c number of dwelling units benefited by noise 
barrier, and 

Cc project cost ($000s). 

·rhere ace no known examples of this approach to TSM 
project.a, and the approach can be recommended only 
when a cost-benefit analysis is not feasible. 

In summary, cost-effectiveness has the appeal 
that it can be simpler than cost-benefit analysis 
when only a single effectiveness measure is used 
because benefits do not have to be valued in dol
lars. But a cost-effectiveness analysis has several 
serious disadvantages: 

1. When t here is more than one important result, 
project costs must be allocated among the different 
results in some arbitrary way (unless the formula 
approach just illustrated for a noise attentuation 
i ndex is used). 

2. Cost-effectiveness criteria do not permit 
selecting or ranking of project alternatives with 
multiple outcomes unless , by chance, one project 
alternative is clearly superior for all outcomes. 

3. Cost-effectiveness c.ri.teda do not show 
whether or not a pcoject is economically attractive 
unless thcesholds of desicability (e.g., $5/person
hr saved) are set for all criteria. But doing that 
would enable direct computation of the benefits and 
a much simpler cost-benefit display of results. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ranking of TSM projects requires a consistent method 
for summariz.ing the results of the evaluation Of 
each project alternative. We bave discussed three 
methods for summarizing the evaluation results: 
outcome display, cost-benefit analysis, and cost-ef
fectiveness analysis. A simple display of outcomes 
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is a useful first step in sultllllarizing the evaluation 
and is also a useful supplement to any further 
a nalysis . we prefer cost-benefit analysis as a 
consistent way to combine project outcomes that can 
be valued i n dollars; however, use of t his method 
does not relieve the planner of the responsibility 
f or considering other important outcomes that cannot 
be conveniently included in the cost-benefit analy
sis. we recoll1l!lend cost-effectiveness analysis only 
for evaluating TSM project alternatives that have a 
single important outcome that cannot be readily 
valued in dollars. 
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